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55. Avcilar 1, Orta Mahalli Kilisc
Area: Avcilar
[Alts ofCappadocia, plan 4 Avcilar no. 1]
The church is situated in the village of Avcilar and is privately owned. Despite many
enquiries in the village, I was unable to locate the owner so the following entry is
compiled from published reports.
1.
Dating
The paintings of the church have been dated to the second half of the tenth century
[Jolivet-Levy, La peintwe byzantine en Cappadoce, 11 252]. As far as architectural
details of the church are concerned, there is a similar arrangement of corbels around the
drum of the dome in both Orta Mahalli Kilise and the nearby Bezir Hane (usually
attributed to early in the eleventh century). The parallel may indicate that the excavation
of the churches was undertaken within a short space of time, in which case the dating of
Orta Mahalh Kilise may be open to discussion (see cat 56).
2.
Peculiarities ofPaQade
The facade has not been described.
There is a single doorway leading into the west arm of the church.
3.
Interior
a)
architectural type
The church has a free standing cross plan with a dome over the crossing. A large central
apse opens from the east arm and two small apses are in the east walls of the north and
south arms.
b)
apsidal arrangement- east end arrangement
The central apse is horseshoe shaped and screened from the naos, possibly by chancel
slabs.
The bema is one step above the naos floor.
Two round backed niches are carved in the north and south sides of the apse wall.
Although these are described as 'small', it is likely that they were seats.
The altar has been lost.
The two side apses are also horseshoe shaped in plan and elevated above the naos floor.
There are no liturgical furnishings shown in either of the side apses.
c)
free-standing liturgical furniture
None.
d)
architectural features of lateral walls
None.
e)
west wall of naos
There is a narrow doorway in the west arm of the church.
f)
narthex
It is possible that there was a narthex in front of the church because the walls are
regularly cut.
g)
ceiling/vault
There is a dome over the crossing and in all likelihood there are barrel vaults over the
four cross arms of the church. The dome has four corbels, projecting from the lower

edge of the drum from which the chains of a chandelier were probably hung [Thierry,'
Quelques eglises inedits ou mal connus a Magan, (^^avujin et Mavrucan', L'lnformation
d'Histoire de I'Art 17 (1969) 11 and fig. 7].
h)
additional chaw bers (arcosolia/funerary chambers)
None.
4.
Bibliography
Jolivet-Levy, La peintwe byzantine en Cappadoce, II251-252
Thierry,' Quelques eglises inedits ou mal connus k Magan, Cavujin et Mavrucan',
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5.
Figures, Charts
Fig. 55.1. Avcilar 1, Orta Mahalli Kilise [after Thierry]
Chart 55. Chart of Limrgical Furnishings: Avcilar 1, Orta Mahalli Kilise
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Chart 55.

Chart of Liturgical Furnishings

Avcilar 1, Ona Mahalli Kilise

LOCATION
Avcilar 1
C apse

NICHE/BENCH:H/W/D
APSE:CH/D A L T A R : H / W / D SCREEN:H/W/D
N&S niches r/b = seats? 2/2.7 [J-L]
lost
low slabs
?/~0.5/~0.3

N&S apses

none

naos

none

0.6/1[J-L]

?

none?
naos
5.15Lx5.15W[J-L]

56. Avcilar 2, Bczir Hanc
Area: Avcilar
[Arts ofCappadocia, plan 4 Avcilar no.2]
1.
Dating
It is generally agreed by scholars that the paintings in Bezir Hane should be dated in the
eleventh century. In her analysis, Rodley has drawn parallels with the panel paintings in
Direkli Kilise near Belisirma, which is dated by inscription to 976-1025. Stylistic
analysis places the paintings in the Belisirma church at the end of this period. Arguing
for the contemporaneity of the complex at Bezir Hane, Rodley has attributed the church,
vestibule and basilical hall to the beginning of the eleventh century [CaveMonasteries
ofByzantine Cappadocia, 33.] For all that, the question of the date of the basilical hall
should be further considered.
It was observed above that both Bezir Hane and Orta Mahalli Kilise (cat. 55) have
corbels around their central domes. If the excavation of Bezir Hane was attributed to the
beginning of the period 976-1025 instead of the end, the probability that the two Avcilar
churches were contemporary increases. The painting of the church may still have been
undertaken in the eleventh century. There is a second option, that the excavation of Orta
Mahalh Kilise was later than previously believed, ie. early in the eleventh century rather
than the second half of the tenth. Yet the excavation of Bezir Hane is executed with
considerable confidence, leading me to believe that the attribution of its excavation to
the eleventh century is the more likely event and the dating which may need revision is
the tenth century date at present ascribed to Orta Mahalh Kilise.
2.
Peculiarities of Facade (Plate 56.1)
According to the local residents with whom Jerphanion spoke, until 1900 the fagade of
the complex was intact but unfortunately his visit to the site occurred after the fagade
had collapsed [Les 6glises rupestres de Cappadoce, I ii 498]. The collapse exposed the
inner walls of the vestibule in front of the basilical hall and church.
3.
Interior
a)
architectural type
The church has an inscribed cross plan. It has a dome over the central bay supported by
four square pillars and barrel vaults over the four cross arms and the four comer bays.
There are three apses opening from the eastern bays.
Rodley has described the Bezir Hane church as part of a courtyard monastery, although
she has acknowledged that the fagade of the complex has been lost and a courtyard does
not exist, nor can it be shown to have existed [Cave Monasteries of Byzantine
Cappadocia, 26]. She has remarked that the plan of the Bezir Hane complex resembles
Hallag Manastir Ortahisar. It should be added that the sculptural decoration of the
vestibule walls which emphasizes architectonic values, echoes the approach to
decoration in the vestibule at Hallag Manastir.
b) apsidal arrangement- east end arrangement (Plate 56.2)
Central apse
The central apse arch is horseshoe shaped and springs from capitals on pilasters on the
east wall. The intrados of the arch is now badly damaged. A screen of some sort once
separated the apse from the naos and its removal is likely to have caused the d^age.
Because of the date to which the church is attributed, the screen probably consisted of
low slabs.
The front edge of the bema, two steps above the naos floor, is also damaged.
In his plan, Jerphanion drew the altar attached to the centre of the east wall of the apse
[Les 6glises rupestres de Cappadoce, plate 137]. Rodley showed two flat backed

niches, in the centre and the north of the apse [Cave Monasteries of Byzantine
Cappadocia, fig. 5]. Because the apse is used to store household goods it was not
possible to confirm the location of the central niche or to investigate for the altar which
appears to have been lost. The niche on the north side was visible and it has a
horseshoe shaped opening.
North apse
The north apse is also horseshoe shaped in plan but it is much smaller than the central
apse. The attached altar, drawn on Jerphanion's plan, is no longer extant.
It seems unlikely that there were chancel slabs screening the apse from the naos.
The north wall of the apse is badly eroded, masking any evidence of a niche in the
wall, if one existed.
South apse
The south apse has been considerably damaged as a passageway has been cut through
from the adjacent dwelling and a refngerator is at present (1986) installed in the
apse.The apse is horseshoe shaped in plan and has approximately the same dimensions
as the north apse.
It does not have chancel slabs, nor is it likely that they existed. However, it is probable
that the apse had an attached altar, although it was not extant when Jerphanion visited
the church.
Although not indicated on Rodley's plan, in the north wall of the apse there is a niche,
which has broken through to the central apse.
c)
free-standing liturgical furniture
None.
d)
architectural features of lateral walls (Plate 56.2)
Each lateral wall is articulated with two engaged piers.
e)
west wall of naos (Plate 56.3)
The doorway from the west wall of the church to the narthex is blocked by masonry.
Above the doorway is an arched window which would have allowed light to enter the
church from the narthex. As the external entrance of the narthex is now closed with
masonry no light can enter the church.
f)
narthex
Both doorways to the rectangular shaped narthex, from the church and from the exterior
vestibule, have been closed. Fortunately Jerphanion was able to examine the narthex.
He noted two flat backed niches on the east wall of the narthex and two on each of the
north and south walls. These were either blind arcades or individual seats in the narthex
walls.
g)
ceiling/vault
The barrel vault springs from a cornice on the return walls of the naos. The four piers
have bevelled comers and carry slab capitals from which the arches spring.
The central dome has four corbels, projecting from the lower edge of the drum. It is
probable that these were designed to carry the chains of a hanging chandelier.
h)
additional cham bers (arcosolia/funerary chambers)
There is a number of chambers associated with the church, the two largest of which are
a vestibule and a basilical hall. A third chamber, a barrel vaulted room, opens through a
rectangular doorway from the vestibule and has a small chamber above it.
Vestibule (plate 56.1)

The vestibule was a large chamber, running transversely across the front of the hall.
The south wall, most of the east wall and a part of the west wall have either collapsed or
eroded. The vestibule had a barrel vault, part of which still remains, springing above a
stepped cornice.
The north wall is articulated with three blind keyhole shaped niches, each of which was
punctuated with an arched window and a rectangular doorway. The windows and
central doorway are blocked with masonry.
Flat moulding outlines the arches of the niches and runs horizontally along the walls at
the line of the springing of the arches. Four pilasters divide the wall above the cornice
and extend as ribs across the barrel vault.
At the west end of the vestibule there is a lunette, which is bisected by a horizontal
cornice.
Basilica] hall
The orientation of the hall is at right angles to the church (orientation 330°). It has a
basilical plan (approximately 11m x 11m) with a central aisle (approximately 4.5m
wide) separated ftxjm two side aisles (approximately 2m wide) by four arched arcades
carried on three columns. The thick columns (Im diameter) have tapered capitals and
are standing on square bases. Pilasters with the same capital details are found on the
north and south walls.
The two northern columns have been lost. Rodley's plan corrects Jerphanion's on this
point. Under one, a circular shape has been cut into the floor of the chamber,
presumably for a press, possibly to extract oil or grape juice.The central aisle has a
barrel vault, rising above a simple roll cornice below which is a running hood
moulding, outlining the arches of the arcade. The side aisles have flat ceilings above a
simple roll moulding.
On the north wall, at the head of the left hand and central aisles, there are roughly
carved openings considered to be secondary by both Jerphanion and Rodley.
4.
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Chart of Liturgical Furnishings

Avcilar 2, Bezir Hane

LOCATION
Avcilar 2
C apse

NICHE/BENCH:H/W/D
APSE:CH/D A L T A R : H / W / D SCREEN:H/W/D
N&C niches fl/b
attached
1 .92/-2
?low slabs
bema ~0.5
=2 steps

north apse
south apse
naos
narthex

N niche (broken)
none
6 niches fl/b =?seats
?/-0.3/-0.1[Je]

-1/~1

attached

none
bema=2? steps

?attached

none
bema=2? steps

Plate 56.1. Avcilar 2, Bezir Hane, vestibule (1986)

Plate 56.2. Avcilar 2, Bezir Hane, church, central apse (1986)

Plate 56.3. Avcilar 2, Bezir Hane, church, west wall (1986)

57. Avcilar 2a, Tomb of Hieron
Area: Avcilar
[Arts of Cappadocia, plan 4 Avcilar no. 2a]
For discussion of Hieron, a local martyr, see the text, chapter three.
1.
Dating
Because there is no decoration in the church Avcilar 2a has not been included in the
various studies of Cappadocian churches. However, in a survey of burial places in
Cappadocian foundations, the church has been briefly examined [Teteriatnikov, 'Burial
Places in Cappadocian Churches', Greek Orthodox Theological Review 29 (1984) 144],
Teteriatnikov remarked on similarities in the mouldings of Avcilar 2a and Avcilar 4
Durmu? Kadir Kilisesi and on this basis attributed Avcilar 2a to the same date, which
she took from Thierry to be the sixth century. Although the moulding in Durmu? Kadir
Kilisesi is more richly carved than that in Avcilar 2a, there are parallels in the crisply
carved sculptural details of the two churches and it is not inconceivable that they were
contemporary. For the dating of Durmu? Kadir Kilisesi see cat. 59.
The exterior niches in the Tomb of Hieron may be coeval with, or post date, the
excavation of the church. At least one of the exterior niches has a ledge across it,
recalling niches which are found in the Church to the north east and in chambers to the
south west of the Church of Niketas the Stylite, which has been dated by Thierry to the
second half of the seventh century [Haut moyen-age en Cappadoce, II [fonhcoming]].
However, the proposal of persistent reworking of the monument is not consistent with
its condition which shows very littie sign of wear. The church has been damaged but
this is the result of vandalism and not its functional life.
2.
Peculiarities of Facade (Plate 57.1)
The church is in an isolated cone which has a number of rough (secondary) niches
carved into it.
The facade is marked by a rectangular frame with a flat two step comice.
The doorway into the narthex has a horseshoe shaped arch outlined with a flat
moulding.
On either side of the doorway are arched flat backed niches. Further to the left of the
entrance are other cavities, at least one of which is an arcosolium.
3.
Interior
a)
architecturaltype
The church has a single naos and a single apse (orientation 110°). The naos is covered
with a barrel vault which springs from a slab comice. The church is entered from the
north side through a rectangular narthex. The apsidal arch is horseshoe shaped and rises
from a fillet comice on the intrados.
b) apsidal arrangement-eastend arrangement (Plate 57.2)
The apse is horseshoe shaped in plan. There is no cornice in the apse, although there is
one on the intrados. There is also no decoration within the apse but the walls are
roughened, as though prepared for plastering.
Chancel slabs, set back from the edge of the bema and now largely broken, frame the
entrance to the apse.
There are two round backed niches in the apse, in the north and south comers. These
were seats.
In the centre of the back wall of the apse there is a flat backed niche, above which is a
small cross, incised in the wall. The apse wall is broken through above the niche.

There are two steps from the naos to the bema, one of which is a bench along the east
wall of the naos.
The altar is detached, that is its table is free from the apse wall but the shaft is attached
by an isthmus to the east wall of the apse.
Cross section

Transverse section
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Fig. 57.1
Avcilar 2a, detached altar

c)

free-standing liturgical furniture

d)

architectural features of lateral walls (Plate 57.3)

e)

west wall of naos (Plate 57.3)

0

narthex (Plate 57.3)

None.

There are benches along the north and south walls of the naos.
At the east end of the north wall there is a flat backed niche above the bench.
At the east end of the south wall located above the bench, there is a round backed niche
which has a well in the centre. Most of the south wall has been destroyed above the
level of the bench.
There is a bench attached to the west wall. An arcosolium in the west wall which cuts
through the bench was probably a secondary excavation.
The narthex is rectangular and has a wide doorway to the church in the south wall
(1.26m wide, 1.99m high) and a doorway to the exterior in the north wall. It has a flat
ceiling over the centre section and longitudinal barrel vaults over both ends. There is a
wide slab cornice on the walls of the narthex, above which the barrel vaults spring. On
the flat ceiling there is a cross carved in relief and set within a frame, a second flat
cornice which meets the cornice on the walls.
Over the doorway leading into the church there is a relief lunette, which rises from
tapering block capitals at the level of the cornice.
Red line zig-zag decoration is painted on the cornices, mouldings and the cross on the
ceiling.

There are arcosolia in both end walls of the narthex and ten graves, densely packed in
the floor of the chamber.
There are benches attached to the narthex walls but these have been cut for more graves.
g)
ceiling/vault
The cornice is a slab cornice around the naos at the level of the springing of the vault.
h)
additionalchambers(arcosolia/funerarychambers)
There is an arcosolium outside the church, to the left of the entrance. In addition to this
there are fourteen floor graves cut in the church floor, three cut into the benches in the
naos, ten in the narthex floor, three in the narthex arcosolia and four cut into the nanhex
benches, a total of thirty-five tombs associated with the church, more than any other
rock-cut church.
Both the floor graves and bench graves have rims which could have supported wooden
lids.
The tombs in the church are discussed in chapter five, while the function of the church
is addressed in chapter six.
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LOCATION
Avcilar 2a
apse

NICHE/BENCH:H/W/D
APSE:CH/D A L T A R : H / W / D SCREEN:H/W/D
C niche fl/b 0.36 ab.ledge/
2.01/2.65
detached
low slabs
1.08/0.6/0.3
?/ 0.78/0.6
-1/~0.7/~0.26
N niche r/b=seat
1.08/0.5/0.23

bema~0.5
=2 steps=l bench

S niche r/b=seat
1.1/0.5/0.23
altar isthmus

0.39/0.5/0.67

naos
N wall

niche fl/b 0.81 ab. bench/
0.67/0.53/0.31

naos
S wall

niche r/b 0.83/0.51/0.63
+ well~0.43 diam./0.22D

naos N,S,
E, W walls

benches 0.36H/0.31-0.34D
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3.66-3.77W

naos
W wall

arcosolium1.62W/0.6D
+ floor graves

narthex
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narthex doorway
1.99/1.26/0.68

narthex
W wall
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narthex
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Plate 57.1. Avcilar 2a, exterior (1988)

Plate 57.2. Avcilar2a, apse (1988)

Plate 57.3. Avcilar 2a, west wall and dcxjrway to narthex (1988)
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58. Avcilar 3, Karji Becak
Area: Avcilar
The church Avcilar 3 Karji Becak is opposite Avcilar 4 Durmu? Kadir Kilisesi and
approximately 100m from the church Avcilar 5 Yusuf Ko(;. It is further from the village
of Avcilar than shown on the plan in Arts ofCappadocia (plan 4 Avcilar no. 3). [See
map 4.]
1.
Dating
Thierry has noted that the paintings stylistically resemble those in the church of Niketas
the Stylite. Furthermore, she has identified other churches whose paintings she has
attributed to a Cappadocian 'school' or atelier [Hagios Stephanos Cemil, Saints Peter
and Paul Meskendir, the Church of Niketas the Stylite Kizil Cukur and a church which
she has identified under the antique tombs (nos. 6,7, 8) in Avcilar, 'Materiaux
Nouveaux en Cappadoce (1982)', Byz 54 (1984) 318-320]. Accordingly, she has
attributed Karji Becak to the seventh to eighth century.
Jolivet-Levy has tentatively dated the paintings in the church to the eighth century [La
peinture byzantine en Cappadoce, II253].
Jerphanion observed that the inscription in Karji Becak is also found in Hagios
Stephanos Cemil [Les eglisesrupestres de Cappadoce, I ii 508]. Accordingly, he has
attributed the inscription and decoration of Karji Becak to the same periods (iconoclasm
and post-iconoclasm) as Hagios Stephanos.
Architectural parallels between Karji Becak and Hagios Basilios Mustafapajakoy,
although slight, may provide further comparative evidence from the iconoclastic period.
The east wall of the apse of Karji Becak is damaged but it appears that it was vertical
rather than curved. This is an unusual apse arrangement. It is found in two churches
near Mustafapajakoy, in Uzengi Dere 8b and Hagios Basilios. Although the date of
Hagios Basilios remains controversial both Jerphanion and Thierry attributed it to the
iconoclastic period.
2.
Peculiarities of Facade (Plate 58.1)
The church is in a large cone, which is isolated at the edge of a group of cones. Various
keyhole shaped openings are cut around the cone.
A small narthex, whose floor has subsided, precedes the church. It has a low barrel
vault covered with white paint and red line decoration. On the right hand side of the
narthex is an arched niche, which is now broken. This was probably an arcosolium.
The entrance to the church is through a somewhat roughly cut rectangular doorway in
the north wall of the church (1.64m high, 0.8m wide, 0.5m deep). The doorway has no
moulding or ornamentation.
3.
Interior
a)
architectural type
Karji Becak has two parallel chambers. The first is a church with a naos, a single apse
and an elevated chamber in the west wall. The church opens to the south to an inner
chamber. The two parallel chambers are connected by a passageway.

masonry wall

Fig. 58.1
Avcilar S.KarjiBecak
Church
The church has a single naos (orientation 110") covered with a barrel vault rather than a
flat ceiling as recorded by Jerphanion [Les 6glises rupestres de Cappadoce, I ii 504] and
Jolivet-Levy [La peinture byzantine en Cappadoce, II434 n. 1]. The vault rises above a
deep overhanging two stepped cornice.
There is a single apse with a wide apse arch. The apse vault resembles more a barrel
vault than the usual conch shaped vault. As noted above the east wall was apparently
vertical rather than curved. It is now blocked with masonry.

At the west end of the naos is a deep apse-like chamber, elevated above the level of the
naos floor. Behind this chamber there is another, further elevated above the church (see
(h) below).
The south walls of both the naos and the apse are not vertical.
The floor of the naos has been lowered especially in the west end.
Passageway
An arched passageway connects the church to the south chamber. The passageway is
0.05m lower than the present naos floor and 0.2m above the floor of the adjoining
chamber.
South chamber
The second chamber is almost square. It is covered with a flat ceiling. In a recent
publication Thierry has described the church as a 'double church' and drawn an apse
along the east wall of this chamber [ 'Materiaux Nouveaux en Cappadoce (1982)', Byz
54 (1984) 318 and fig. 2]. While the theory of a double church cannot be discounted, it
is not possible to conclude from the archaeological evidence that Karji Becak did have
two apses. There are insufficient grounds to support Thierry's proposed plan, a point
which seems to be acknowledged by Jerphanion and Jolivet-Levy, as well as Thierry
in the earlier publication Arts of Cappadocia because they have chosen to describe
Kar?! Becak as a church with a single naos.
Nevertheless, parallels have been drawn above with Hagios Basilios Mustafapajakoy,
which does have two aisles and two apses. The question of the architectural
arrangement, therefore, must remain open.
b)
apse arrangement- east end arrangement (Plate 58.2)
The apse arch is wide and has inscriptions on the intrados. [There is a number of
inscriptions in the church including invocations in the apse and naos, liturgical texts on
the comice in the naos and an inscription of the patrons on the intrados which is in the
first layer of decoration, see Jerphanion, Lesiglisesrupestresde Cappadoce, I ii 504510. For further discussion see the text, chapters two and three.] In plan the apse is
semi-circular, probably terminating in a flat wall. It is more complete than shown on
Thierry's plan ['Materiaux Nouveaux en Cappadoce (1982)', Byz 54 (1984) fig. 2],
The bema is elevated above the naos floor but it is not possible to determine the number
of steps which led to it.
Low chancel slabs framed the entrance to the apse but they have been largely destroyed.
They were covered at least with white plaster if not decorated with paint
There is a synthronon attached to the apse wall in the centre of which there is a ledge,
which may have been a cathedra or an altar. In a similar position in the south church of
Hagios Basilios there is an altar in the centre of the synthronon.
There are no niches within the apse.
c)
free-standing liturgical furniture
None.
d)
architectural features of lateral walls
North Wall
The doorway into the church opens in the north wall. On either side there is a low ledge
and a groove along the door jamb, which could have provided support for a screen to
close the doorway.
There are benches on the north wall either side of the doorway. The bench at the west
end has a small grave cut into it.
Above the bench at the east end is a flat backed niche. There is white plaster in the back
of the niche and a red line outlining the arch of the niche.
South wall (Plate 58.3)

There are two blind arched niches which were probably seats in the west end of the
south wall. On the intrados of each niche there is an inscription. Deep graves have been
cut into the ledges of the niches.
At the east end of the south wall there was a third blind niche which now opens to a
passageway, leading to the south chamber. Because a similar coating of plaster is found
in both the church and the south chamber, the opening of the arched niche was probably
coeval with the excavation of the church and not a secondary enlargement.
Passageway
On the east side of the passageway is a flat backed niche, which is partially broken.
Inside the niche there is plaster on the back wall partially obscuring a red cross which
was painted on the bare rock.
A blind arched niche, similar to the niches in the south wall of the naos, is carved into
the west wall of the passageway. It may have been a seat.
e)
west wall of naos (Plate 58.3)
Elevated chamber
A deep apse-like chamber is carved into the west wall. It is elevated above the naos
floor (0.36m). The arched opening to the chamber is wide and more regularly-cut than
the apse arch at the east end. The shape of the chamber is semi-circular in plan, flattened
off along the back wall.
The vault of the chamber is broken through on the south side into an exterior chamber
(see (h) below).
Traces of plaster on the vault and the intrados of its arch indicate that the chamber was
always open to the naos and not separated by screens or low slabs. In front of the
chamber there is a small ledge (approx. 0.2m wide).
There are no niches in the chamber.
On the vault there is a Greek cross painted in a circle from which six lines radiate each
terminating in a similar cross also in a circle.
f)
narthex (Plate 58.1)
The small arched narthex is open to the exterior. It is difficult to reconstruct it as a
closed chamber. Possibly there was a bench along the left wall. There is an arcosolium,
which is damaged, c a r v ^ into the right wall.
g)
ceiling/vault
The vault rises above a deep overhanging two stepped cornice. Some of the inscriptions
which have been useful in providing evidence by which the church may be dated are
written along the cornice [see Jerphanion, Les 6glises rupestres de Cappadoce, I ii 504510].
h)
additional chambers (arcosolia/funerary chambers)
TTiere are floor graves in both the church and the south chamber. Two large and two
small graves are cut in the naos floor and two large and three small graves are found in
the floor of the south chamber. In addition, in the church there is a grave cut in the
bench attached to the north wall and two graves cut into the ledges of the two niches in
the south wall.
There is an arcosolium in the west wall of the narthex.
South chamber
The south chamber has a flat ceiling. The east wall has been substantially lost and
replaced with a masonry wall. It may have opened into an apse space but this cannot be
confirmed from the archaeological evidence. It is possible that there was a bench along
the east wall.

Blind arched niches are found on the other walls, two in each of the west and south
walls and one in the north wall. These were probably seats.
At the east end of the north wall there is a small flat backed niche. It is approximately
2m above the floor of the chamber. Its position is appropriate for a niche outside an
apse. However, its placement, so high above the floor, appears inappropriate for a niche
which may have been used for liturgical preparations. Nevertheless, it seems to be part
of the original carving as the plaster on the back of the niche is sitnilar to that found
elsewhere in the church.
A small roughly triangular ledge projects from the angle of the wall, just above the
niche. Its purpose is not obvious.
Exterior chamber
A horseshoe shaped arched opening in the exterior of the cone opens into a square
chamber (approximately 2m x 2m x 2m). This chamber can be seen through the west
wall of the elevated chamber in the church.
It has a flat ceiling. There are arcosolia on two opposite walls (approximately 1.75m
wide and Im deep).
Other chambers are located nearby and may have been associated with the exterior
chamber or the church.
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LOCATION
Avcilar 3
apse

NICHE/BENCH:H/W/D
APSE:CH/D A L T A R : H / W / D SCREEN:H/W/D
N bench=synthronon
?attached
2.29/2.16
low slabs
0.32/1.92/0.3
0.5W
1.2/0.78/0.38
S bench=synthronon
0.49/1.86/0.31

apse arch
2.23H

bema 0.45
=?steps

C ledge=?altar?cathedra
(see entry under altar)
naos Nwall
E end
naos
N wall
naosS wall
E end

niche fl/b 0.55 ab. bench/
0.7/0.61/0.46
E bench 0.57/1.9/0.3
W bench 0.6/1.21/0.32-0.25
niche a/c=passageway a/c
1.24-1.08W/1.02-1.32D

naos
S wall

C niche a/c=seat 0.Sab.naos/
1.4 /1.21/0.29

naos
S wall

W niche a/c=seat 0.5 ab.naos
/1.35 /1.28/0.3

naos
W wall

elevated chamber 0.36
ab.naos/ 1.88/1.83/1.97

passageway

E niche fl/b 0.99 ab. floor/
0.61/.0.52/0.2

passageway

W niche a/c (=seat?) 0.53 ab.
naos/1.0/0.83/0.27

naos 4.7LX2.65W

S chamber
E wall

bench?

S chamber
N wall

E niche fl/b - 2 ab. floor/
0.41/0.46/0.28

S chamber
N wall

W niche a/c=seat 0.46 ab.
floor/1.47/1.03/0.32-.024

S chamber
W wall

N niche a/c=seat 0.59 ab.
floor/1.51/1.25/0.32-0.28

S chamber
W wall

S niche a/c=seat 0.59 ab.
floor/1.57/1.25/0.36-0.32

S chamber
S wall

E niche a/c =seat/ 0.53 ab.
floor/
1.56/1.19/0.32-0.28

S chamber
S wall

W niche a/c =seat 0.53 ab.
floor/
1.57/1.25/0.32-0.28

S chamber
3.5L X 3W

arcosolium - 1 . 7 W

narthex
2.1 L X 1.9W

narthex

Plate 58.1. Avcilar 3, Kar?! Becak, exterior (1988)

Plate 58.2. Avcilar 3, Karji Becak, apse (1988)

Plate 58.3. Avcilar 3, Karji Becak, west wall (1988)

59. Avcilar 4, Durmuj Kadir Kilisesi
Area: Avcilar
The church is located further to the south than is indicated on the plan in Arts of
Cappadocia (plan 4 Avcilar no. 4). [See map 4.]
1.
Dating
Although Avcilar 4 Durmu? Kadir Kilisesi is among the largest of the Cappadocian
churches, it has not been thoroughly investigated. References to the church, most of
which are general summaries, are scattered in various articles.
In the first article which included the church Thierry has suggested that the church
should be dated in the seventh century ['Eglises inedits en Cappadoce' Journal des
Savants (1965) 627-630]. The date was arrived at following comparisons with
architecturally similar early Christian monuments (fifth to sixth century) together with a
consideration of the size of the church. Because of the use of motifs such as horseshoe
shaped arches, attributed to a date later than the early Christian monuments, Thierry
concluded that the church was excavated in the seventh century. Moreover, the size of
the church, Thierry argued, supported its excavation before the period of persecutions,
Funher, she related its size to the imponance of Avcilar (ancient Matiana) for the cult of
Hieron. [See the text, chapter three.] However, the church shows few signs of wear
which could be expected to accompany such practices. In a second article on the church,
Thierry pushed the date back to the sixth century, linking the architecture of the church,
in particular the apse screen, ambon and sculptural details, with Anatolian, hellenistic
and Syrian influences ["Quelques monuments inedits ou mal connus de Cappadoce.
Centres de Magan, Cavujin et Mavrucan', L'information d'histote de I'art 14 (1969) 1011]. In Arts of Cappadocia the church is attributed to the sixth to seventh century [see
'Les eglises rupestres', Arts of Cappadoc/'a (1971) 139 and 202]. In later articles,
Thierry has dated the excavation of the church to the earlier period, that is the sixth
century ['Une probleme de continuite ou de rupture. La Cappadoce entre Rome,
Byzance et les Arabes', CRAI (1977) 108-113 and 'Nouvelles decouvertes en
Cappadoce", Dossiers Histoire et Arch^ologie 121 (1987) 22; "Le Grand Monastere
d'Ozkonak', ibid. 43-44]. In her discussion of funerary monuments, Teteriatnikov has
accepted Thierry's sixth century date and used it as a benchmark by which she has dated
Avcilar 2a, the Tomb of Hieron ['Burial Places in Cappadocian Churches', Greek
Orthodox Theological Review 29 (1984) 144].
Turning to the liturgical furnishings, the trabeated apse screen is not a reliable tool for
dating as screens of this type are located in churches from the Early Christian to Middle
Byzantine periods (for example, Hagia Sophia Constantinople, according to
documentary evidence, and Hosios Loukas Phocis). The ambon with steps at both ends
relates stylistically to the type of ambon found in Constantinopolitan foundations such
as the extant ambon from Beyazit Basilica A, rather than the Greek type of ambon as
suggested by Thierry ["Quelques monuments inedits ou mal connus de Cappadoce.
Centres de Mapan, Cavujin et Mavrucan', L'information d'histoire de I'art 14 (1969)
10]. Its location in the centre of the central aisle of Durmu? Kadir Kilisesi is
characteristic of early Christian churches in Anatolia, Syria and the Cycladic Islands.
Sodini has suggested that this may be a Constantinopolitan influence reflecting
administrative divisions of the church although variations which do occur may be
responses to local ecclesiastical influences ['Note surdeux variantes regionales dans les
basiliques de Grece et des Balkans: le tribelon et I'emplacement de I'ambon', BCH 99
(1975) 585-588]. [For the location of the Syrian ambon see Lassus and Tchalenko,
'Ambons Syriens', CArch 5 (1951) 75-122.] However, use of the ambon did not cease
with the Early Christian period and the church cannot be attributed to an early date on

the basis of the ambon [Kazhdan, 'A Note on the "Middle Byzantine" Ambo', Byz 57
(1987) 422-426]. It has been suggested that the solea may be a more reliable indicator
as the 'so-called jutting' solea disappeared as entrances began to be made from the
prothesis, rather than down the length of the aisle [personal communication from
Ch.Walter, see the text, chapter four]. This change is reflected to some extent in
liturgical commentaries such as Historia Ecclesiastica, written by Germanos in the
eighth century [see the text, chapter two].
Although the archictural plan and architectonic details in the church may have drawn on
fifth to seventh century ecclesiastical buildings in the Byzantine Empire, there is no
evidence by which the church in Cappadocia can be securely dated to the early period
and this attribution remains open to further discussion. While the liturgical furnishings
in the church support the attribution of its excavation to the sixth or seventh century,
they do not exclude the eighth century from consideration.
2.
Peculiarities of Facade (Plates 59.1,59.2)
The fagade of the church has collapsed, taking with it the north aisle and possibly a
section of the narthex. The arcade which would have separated the central and north
aisles is now open to the exterior. Its arches have been blocked widi masonry.
Above the north arcade there are three arched windows which run along the central aisle
at clerestory level. These have also been blocked with masonry.
The narthex is entered through a rectangular doorway cut into the fagade, part of which
has been repaired with masonry. The roughly arched exterior vestibule may have been
an endonarthex but this cannot be confirmed from archaeological evidence. Entry to the
church is from the narthex through a rectangular doorway in an arched passageway.
There are various chambers and cavities excavated into the rock face either side of
Durmu? Kadir Kilisesi. These are described below (h).
3.
Interior
a)
architectural type
The church has three aisles (orientation 92").
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The central aisle is covered with a barrel vault. Clerestory windows which are now
blocked with masonry were cut into the upper level of the north wall, providing direct
light to the church.
Triple arched arcades each carried on two pillars and two pilasters separate the central
aisle from the side aisles.
The south aisle has a flat ceiling. Most of the north aisle has been lost but it was also
covered with a flat ceiling.
There are three apses. Each has a slightly horseshoe shaped arch, rising above a
cornice.
A transverse narthex lies across the west end of the church. It is barrel vaulted.
The narthex and church are joined by a passageway with a flat ceiling on the eastern
(church) side and an arched vault on the western (narthex) side.
There is carved decoration in the church, mainly consisting of architectural
ornamentation but there was never any fresco or painted decoration in the church.
b)
apse arrangement-east end arrangement
Central apse (Plates 59.3, 59.6, 59.7)
The apse is horseshoe shaped in plan. The apse arch is also horseshoe shaped, rising
above a roll cornice which is at the same height as the architrave of the apse screen and
the cornice in the apse.
The trabeated apse screen consists of an architrave, two vertical columns one of which
is broken, and two chancel slabs, one of which is also broken. There is no carved
decoration on the architrave. The faces of the chancel slabs are recessed so that they
appear to be framed with a flat moulding. They are decorated with relief sculpture,
consisting of circular motifs.
The bema is two steps above the naos floor. The chancel slabs sit on the top step,
recessed slightly from the front edge. The lower step forms a bench across the front of
the apse. A third step has been cut into the bema itself, between the chancel slabs.
Elevation
third cornice level
second cornice level
first cornice level
VZZA

shaded areas
represent openings
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Not to scale
Fig. 59.2
Avcilar 4, Durmu? Kadir Kilisesi
Schematic representation of east wall and apse screen, central aisle

Inside the apse is a synthronon in the centre of which is a cathedra, two steps above the
bema, the first of which is the height of the synthronon. Vertical edges to the steps
provide arm rests for the cathedra. The back of the cathedra is a tall, narrow, flat backed
niche, which fits under the cornice in the apse.
Side apses
The side apses are almost the same size as each other, approximately half the
dimensions of the central apse. Both are horseshoe shaped in plan with a horseshoe
shaped apse arch, rising from slab cornices at the level of the arcade capitals. There is
no cornice inside either apse.
North apse (Plate 59.4)
The north apse was partially destroyed when masonry was secured to the apse arch,
closing off the apse after the north aisle collapsed. As a result the bema is broken but
the arrangement of the north apse was probably similar to that in the south, with a
bench across the front of the apse.
The altar is attached to the centre of the back wall of the apse. Above it is a shallow flat
backed niche.
Chancel slabs, which framed the entrance to the apse, have been broken. It is likely that
they were recessed as they are in the south apse.
In the south comer of the apse is a round backed niche, probably a seat. [This is not
shown in Thierry's plan, "Quelques monuments inedits ou mal connus de Cappadoce.
Centres de Magan, Cavujin et Mavrucan', L'information d'histoire de Van 14 (1969) fig.
5. The small niche which she has shown in the north wall of the north apse does not
exist. Neither does the niche at the east end of the south wall, adjacent to the apse.
Possibly, however, there was a niche at the east end of the north wall, see (d) below.]
South apse (Plate 59.5)
There is a bench in front of the apse. A small step has been cut into the bench to provide
access to the apse.
Low chancel slabs sit behind the bench which is the same height as the bema. The south
slab has been broken.
The altar is attached to the centre of the back wall of the apse.
In the south comer of the apse is a round backed niche probably a seat.
c)
free-standing liturgical furniture
Central apse (Plate 59.6)
The altar in the central apse was free-standing. Its location can be determined by marks
on the bema but its height cannot be estimated.
North and South apses
None.
Central aisle (Plates 59.7,59.8)
In the centre of the central aisle there is a circular ambon.
On the eastem side there are four steps leading to a circular platform. On the western
side of the ambon there are five steps. Around the circular platform of the ambon is a
low screen (0.2m high) which is broken on the south side. Possibly a balustrade was
fixed to the top of the screen, as it is too low to provide reasonable security for a person
on the platform of the ambon.
The ambon is connected to the bema of the central apse by a short solea, 0.26m above
the naos floor.
d)
architectural features of lateral walls (Plates 59.10,59.11,59.12)
TTiere are three horizontal comices articulating the walls of the church.
The first is a cornice at the level of the capitals of the arcade pillars. The comices in the
side apses above which the apse arches spring are at the first level.

The second is at the level of the crown of the arcades which divide the central and side
aisles. The architrave of the apse screen and the cornices from which the central apse
arch springs are also at the second cornice level, as are the flat ceilings covering the side
aisles.
The third cornice is at the level of the springing of the barrel vault. The arches of the
clerestory windows on the north wall of the central apse also spring from the third
level. On the south wall there are no clerestory windows since this is the inner side of
the rock. Instead there are rectangular panels framed by simple relief moulding.

Central aisle (Plates 59.10,59.11)

In the central aisle vertical mouldings rise above the pillar and pilaster capitals
intersecting the second and meeting the third cornice. Where these cross the middle
cornice there is a sculptural decoration, such as the Greek cross above the western pillar
on the north side of the church. The four pillars and four pilasters may be described as
compound piers, having rectangular sections with a central engaged column on each
face. The pillars are large, approximately one metre square. The arcades have three
horseshoe shaped arches, outlined with running hood moulding.

North aisle

Except for part of the eastern most bay, the north aisle has been lost. It is likely that it
had the same general arrangement as the south aisle with the exception of the font,
which is located in the south aisle.
A fragment of the north wall, secured by masonry fill, is extant. When examined from
the exterior, it appeared likely that the north wall had a flat backed niche adjacent to the
apse. There is a niche in this location adjacent to the south apse.

South aisle (Plate 59.12)

At the east end of the north wall adjacent to the apse there is a flat backed niche, whose
lower ledge protrudes beyond the face of the wall.
There are benches along the south and west walls of the aisle as well as a bench along
the east wall in front of the apse.
In the south west comer of the south aisle there is a round font, approximately 0.4m
above the benches. It has a roll moulding around the top edge.
There is no decoration of the walls or arches of the arcades of the side aisles above the
capitals of the pillars and pilasters.

e)

west wall of naos (Plate 59.9)

The pattern of three cornice levels is repeated on the west wall.
The top of the doorway fhsm the church to the narthex is at the first level (2.5m high).
The doorway is rectangular, cut simply in the west wall and free of sculptural
decoration. On either side of the doorway there are benches.
The second and third level cornices articulate the lunette above the doorway. The arch
of the lunette is outlined with a simple roll moulding. The lunette is bisected by a
vertical engaged column, from the second level to the crown of the vault.
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Fig. 59.3
Avcilar 4, Durmu? Kadir Kilisesi
Schematic representation of west wall and cornice levels, central aisle
f)
narthex (Plates 59.2,59.13)
The narthex is orientated at right angles to the church (orientation 180°), not at an
oblique angle as shown in Thierry's plan. The north wall has been lost and the narthex
is now closed with masonry at its north end.
It has a transverse barrel vault, which springs from a roll cornice at the level of the first
cornice in the church.
The doorway from the narthex to the church is surmounted by a lunette outlined with
double roll moulding and set within a recessed archway. The lintel and door jambs are
accentuated with a flat moulding. A passageway leads from the narthex to the church. It
has a flat ceiling on the east (church) side and is vaulted on the west (narthex) side.
At the south end of the narthex is a high ledge which has two deep graves. One is small
and the other is large and well cut It is possible that there were three steps leading up to
the ledge but damage to the front face has destroyed positive evidence.
In the south wall of the narthex there is a small round backed niche at the east end
(roughly cut and probably secondary) and an arcosolium with two graves. There is
gesso on the intrados of the arcosolium.
In the west wall there are two chambers. The chamber at the south end has an arched
opening, whose arch springs above the horizontal cornice along the wall. There is
geometric ornamentation on the intrados of the arch. The chamber is approximately 2m
deep. It has a well carved floor grave. Two small arcosolia, each with graves, are
excavated in opposite walls inside the chamber.
The second chamber in the west wall is an arcosolium, similar to the arcosolium in the
south wall.
g)
ceiling/vault (Plate 59.10)
There are three cornice levels which are described above (d). (See figs. 59.2,59.3.)
The barrel vault over the central aisle rises from the third cornice.
The flat ceilings over the side aisles are at the level of the second cornice.
There is a cornice in the central apse, at the level of the second cornice.

h)
additional chambers (arcosolia/funerary chambers) (Plates 59.1,59.14)
The narthex has a number of graves and arcosolia.
In addition, there is a number of chambers carved in the same ridge as the church.
These can be easily seen in the exterior view of the church.
Between the narthex and the church, there is an arcosolium, which was damaged when
the north aisle collapsed, and further to the east there is a chamber with at least one
arcosolium and two niches. A circular relief sculpture decorates a wall in the chamber
(plate 59.14).
Vaulted chamber (Plate 59.15)
To the west of the narthex entrance there is a barrel vaulted chamber, the carving of
which is similar to the narthex of Durmu? Kadir Kilisesi. It is approximately 6m long
and 2m wide. The vault rises above a slab cornice and is articulated by a transverse rib
which is decorated with an incised Latin cross. There are two floor graves in the
chamber. Along the south wall there is a ledge into which a grave has been cut. This
recalls the arrangement of the south wall of the narthex.
Sand-filled chamber (Plates 5916,5917)
Toward the eastern end of the ridge in which the church and the chambers described
above are excavated, there is a sand-filled chamber which Thierry has identified as a
sixth century basilica ['Nouvelles d^couvertes en Cappadoce", Dossiers Histoire et
Arch6ologie 121 (1987) 22]. This identification cannot be accepted without further
investigation.
Unfortunately the chamber has been almost destroyed by rock collapses and flooding.
Clearly it was large (approximately 4m wide: this is identified as the central aisle by
Thierry). However, the archaeological evidence is insufficient to enable positive
identification of the plan of the structure. It may have been part of a 'three aisled basilica'
as Thierry has suggested. It could also have been a large aisled hall or a refectory
associated with Durmu? Kadir Kilisesi, such as is found at Bezir Hane or Hallag
Manstir. Running hood moulding around the arches and cornices on the wall are
carefully carved and may be contemporary with Durmu? Kadir Kilisesi.
Flooded chamber
Opposite Durmu? Kadir Kilisesi there is a chamber which is now difficult to read since
it is flooded. It may have been connected to the church.
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LOCATION
Avcilar 4
C apse

NICHE/BENCH:H/W/D
APSE:CH/D A L T A R : H / W / D SCREEN:H/W/D
N bench=synthronon
3.15/3.53
f/s
trabeated
0.47/~5/0.3
H9/0.79/1.03
3.75/3,99/0.49
S bench=synthronon
0.47/~5/0.3
C cathedra

N apse

slabs
1.08/1.15/0.49

1.33/0.77/0.48

recessed screen
entrance 0.89W

C niche fl/b=back cathedra
1.87/0.57/0.25

bema 0.88
=2steps=1 bench

C niche fl/b 0.32 ab. altar/
0.65/0.33/0.08

1.61/2.08

attached
0.9/0.62/0.52

S niche r/b=seat 0.54
ab.bema/ 0.93/0.62/0.35
S apse

S niche r/b=seat 0.53
ab.bema/ 0.94/0.56/0.4

low slabs
0.8/0.57/0.27
bema=1?step

1.83/2.35

attached
0.87/0.57/0.71

low slabs
0.98/0.77/0.29
bema=lstep
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Plate 59.1. Avcilar 4, Durmu? Kadir Kilisesi, exterior (1986)

Plate 59.2. Avcilar 4, Duraiu? Kadir Kilisesi, doorway from narthex to church (1986)

Plate 59.3. Avcilar 4, Durmu? Kadir Kilisesi, central apse (1986)

Plate 59.4. Avcilar 4, Durmu? Kadir Kilisesi, north apse (1986)

Plate 59.5. Avcilar 4, Durmu? Kadir Kilisesi, south apse (1986)

Plate 59.6. Avcilar 4, Durmu? Kadir Kilisesi, central apse, cathedra (1986)

Plate 59.7. Avcilar 4, Durmu? Kadir Kilisesi, central apse, chancel slabs and central
aisle, solea, ambon (1986)

Plate 59.8. Avcilar 4, Durmuj Kadir Kilisesi, central aisle, ambon (1986)

Plate 59.9. Avcilar 4, Durmu? Kadir Kilisesi, central aisle, view from apse to west wall
(1986)

Plate 59.10. Avcilar4, Durmu? Kadir Kilisesi, central aisle, arcade to north aisle
(1986)

Plate 59.11. Avcilar 4, Durmu? Kadir Kilisesi, central aisle, arcade moulding (detail)
(1986)

Plate 59.12. Avcilar4, Durmu? Kadir Kilisesi, south aisle, west wall with font (1986)

Plate 59.13. Avcilar 4, Durmu? Kadir Kilisesi, narthex, south wall (1986)
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Plate 59.14. Arcosolium to the east of Durmu? Kadir Kilisesi (1988)

Plate 59.15. Vaulted chamber near Durmu? Kadir Kilisesi (1988)

Plate 59.16. Sand-filled chamber near Durmu? Kadir Kilisesi, west (?) side (1988)

Plate 59.17. Sand-filled chamber near Durmu? Kadir Kilisesi, east (?) side (1988)

60. Avcilar 5, Yusuf Ko? Kilisesi
Area: Avcilar
Avcilar 5 Yusuf Kcx; Kilisesi is lcx;ated further north and slightly to the east of the
position marked on the plan in Arts of Cappadocia (plan 4 Avcilar no. 5). [See map 4.]
1.
Dating
According to a stylistic and iconographic analysis of the paintings Thierry attributed the
church to the middle of the eleventh century ['Yusuf KOQ Kilisesi. Eglise rupestre de
Cappadoce', Mansel' e Aimagan (Ankara 1974) 203]. In particular, Thierry drew
comparisons with the paintings in the Soganli Dere church Karaba? Kilise, dated 10601061. Although Restle has largely agreed with Thierry, he compared the style of the
paintings with the images of the prophets and saints on the 'intersection arches' at Tagar
[Byzantine Wall Painting in Asia Minor, 1193]. For this reason he suggested the
decoration should be dated toward the end of the eleventh century. Rodley has indicated
that there is a closer correlation between the iconographic programme in Yusuf Kog
Kilisesi and St Barbara Soganli, which is dated 1(X)6 or 1021. Accordingly, she has
dated the excavation and painting of the church to the beginning, rather than the end, of
the eleventh century [Cave Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, 156]. Grishin has
argued that this parallel is not particularly close and he has suggested that the repertoire
of ornament in the church links it to the Column Churches in Goreme, attributed to the
second half of the eleventh century ['The Church of Yusuf Ko<; near Goreme Village in
Cappadocia', Medjiarc/j 3 (1990) [forthcoming]].
2
Peculiarities ofFagade (Pla te 60.1)
Yusuf Ko(; Kilisesi is excavated into a large rock cone which has a number of
chambers in addition to the church. These are identified by Rodley as a refectory, stable
and various rooms, whose purpose cannot be determined [Cave Monasteries of
Byzantine Cappadocia, 151-152].
The fapade of the church is outlined with a rectangular border. Toe holds are cut into the
rock so that the doorway, approximately two metres above the present ground level,
can be reached. There was probably a shallow chamber or vestibule which has since
collapsed, in front of the church.
Above the rectangular doorway is a blind horseshoe shaped lunette, one of three blind
horseshoe shaped niches which decorated the fagade. There is no moulding or
ornamentation around the doorway.
To the right of the entrance there is an arcosolium slightly lower than the doorway.
3.
Interior
a)
architectural type
The church has two overlapping inscribed cross plans (orientation 91°). [The question
of its architectural plan, whether double apsed or two naoi each with an apse, is
addressed in the text, chapter five.]
In the trapezoidal shaped naos there are two truncated domes with pendentives oyer the
two adjacent central bays and ten other bays (total twelve bays). There are flat ceilings
over the four comer bays and barrel vaults over the other six bays. The vaults rise from
square capitals carried on six columns which were supported on square bases and
corbels on the walls of the church.
All the columns have been broken. At least one, in the south-east comer, was broken
when the church was decorated because its under surface is painted.
There are two apses punched into the east wall, opening from the eastern bays adjacent
to the domed central bays. Each has a keyhole shaped opening. Part of the east wall of

the church (the west wall of the passageway), separating the apses from the naos, has
been lost.
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b) apse arrangement- east end arrangement (Plate 60.2)
TTiere are two apses joined by an arched passageway. The bema is the same height in
both apses.
North apse
The north apse is horseshoe shaped in plan and larger in area than the south apse. The
apse arch (height 2.21m) is horseshoe shaped, rising from a cornice on the north side of
the intrados. The south side of the apse arch has been lost; therefore only fragmentary
evidence of the apse screen remains. It is likely, however, that the apse arch sprang
from cornices on the intrados, or above a vestigial tall screen. The apse opening was
probably keyhole shaped.
The bema is one step above the naos floor. A semi-circular recess or step is cut in the
front of the bema.
The altar is attached to the back wall of the apse, slightly to the north of centre. Traces
of geometric decoration are on the altar and around the lower tier of the apse wall below
the level of the altar table.
There are cornices in the apse.
South apse
The south apse is irregular in plan but closer to being semi-circular than horseshoe
shaped. The apse arch is higher than the arch of the north apse (3.24m high). It is
horseshoe shaped, rising from a cornice on the south side of the intrados. The north
side of the apse arch has been lost. The opening was probably keyhole shaped like the
north apse.
The altar is an irregular shape attached to the north east comer of the apse. [This is
inaccurately represented in Rodley's plan. Cave Monasteries in Byzantine Cappadocia,
fig. 28.] The face of the altar is decorated with a similar pattern to that found in the
north apse.
In the centre of the back wall of the apse there is a niche, leading to a chamber above the
apse. This was a secondary excavation as the niche opening interrupts the iconographic
programme in the apse.
There are no niches or cornices in the apse.
Passageway
The west wall of the passageway has broken, opening the apses to the naos. Although
the arched passageway is an irregular shape, its excavation was coeval at least with the
decoration of the church if not its excavation, as the decoration inside the passageway
is similar to that found in the apses and the naos.
EastWall (Plate 60.3)
At the north end of the east wall there is a flat backed niche, which has a keyhole
shaped opening. There is decoration within the niche.
c)
free-standing liturgical furniture
None.
d)
architectural features of lateral walls (Plate 60.3)
There are benches along the north and south walls. Both benches are in-egularly carved
and their surfaces are undulating. [These are not shown in Rodley's plan.]
e)
west wall of naos
The rectangular doorway in the west wall is simply cut. It has no decoration.
The door sUl is 0.52m above the naos floor, so there is a step in the naos to make access
easier. Door jambs and a lintel provide a frame against which a screen could be placed
to close the church.
f)
narthex

None.
g)
ceiling/vault
The barrel vaults in the naos spring from corbels on the walls of the church to the slab
capitals of the columns.
There are no cornices in the apses.
h)
additional chambers (arcosolia/funerary chambers)
There is an arcosolium to the right of the entrance to the church.
The chamber above the south apse may have been a funerary chamber.
Other chambers in the same rock cone as Yusuf Ko<; Kilisesi have been described by
Rodley.
Refectory
There is a refectory excavated in the opposite side of the cone in which the church is
located.
The faQade of the refectory has collapsed, opening the chamber to view. There are rockcut furnishings in the south and west comers of the chamber. To the left hand side of
the chamber there is an attached bench and a free-standing table. To the right hand side
of the chamber there is^ second set of furnishings, including an attached bench and
free-standing table, placed at right angles to the first table. At the heads of both tables
there is a recessed niche.
Rodley has identified the church, refectory and the nearby chambers as a refectory
monastery [Cave Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, 151-157]. The refectory and
Yusuf KOQ Kilise are discussed in the text, chapter five.
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LOCATION
Avcilar 5
N apse

NICHE/BENCH:H/W/D
APSE:CH/D A L T A R : H / W / D SCREEN:H/W/D i
none
-1.9/1.47
attached
k/hole
0.94/0.51/ 0.63
cornice 1.27Hi

S apse
apsidal
passage
naosE wall
N end
naos
naos
W wall

none - 1 . 5 / - 1 . 3 5
barrel

vault

-2/0.51/0.84

attached
0.87/0.51/ 0.62

k/hole
cornice 1.55H
bema -0.15
=1step

niche fl/b k/hole
1.01/0.95/0.18
N bench -0.33/3.56/0.3
S bench -0.41/4.13/0.39
doorway 0.52 ab. naos/
1.52/0.7/0.3

naos 4.8-5. I L x
3.56-4.13W

Plate 60.1. Avcilar 5, Yusuf Kcx; Kilisesi, exterior (1988)

Plate 60.2. Avcilar 5, Yusuf Kcx; Kilisesi, apses (1988)

Plate 60.3. Avcilar 5, Yusuf Kcx; Kilisesi, naos, east wall niche and north wall (1988)

61. Avcilar 6
Area: Avcilar
[ArtsofCappadocia, plan 4 Avcilar no. 6]
Thierry may have incorrectly located the church by associating it with Avcilar 3 and
identifying Avcilar 6 as the 'upper church of Karji Becak' ['Materiaux nouveaux en
Cappadoce (1982)', Byz 54 (1984) 320-322],
1.
Dating
Thierry has dated the church to the tenth century ['Materiaux nouveaux en Cappadoce
(1982)', Byz 54 (1984) 320-322] because the inscription 'eeee' in the domes of the
church has been identified with a tenth century cult of the cross and images of
Constantin and Helen. [See Millet, Pargoire, Petit, Recueil des Inscriptions chretiennes
du MontAthos, 64 cited in Jerphanion, Les eglisesrupestres de Cappadoce, I i 254,
n.4]. This is a revision of the eleventh century attribution given earlier by Thierry on the
basis of its 'popular decoration' [Arts of Cappadocia, 202].
The free cross plan with domed vault may be dated from the late ninth or early tenth
century. However, the acknowledgement of a tenth century cult in its decoration
suggests that the tenth century date may be more appropriate for both the decoradon and
excavation of the church.
2.
Peculiarities of Facade (Plate 61.1)
The church is in an isolated rock cone. Its entrance is a simple rectangular doorway in
the north wall of the church. There is no decoration on the fagade.
3.
Interior
a)
architectural type
The church has two overlapping free cross plans (orientation 103") which have been
abbreviated, eliminating two cross bays, one on the south wall and one between the two
domed bays. There are two apses. The church is entered from the north.
Domes of unequal size cover the central bays of the naoi and arched niches form the
cross bays.
A plan of the church has been redrawn because Thierry's plan does not show all
liturgical furnishings ['Materiaux nouveaux en Cappadoce (1982)', Byz 54 (1984) fig.
3].
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b)
apse arrangement-east end arrangement
Both apses are horseshoe shaped in plan and have horseshoe shaped apse arches.
North apse (Plate 61.2)
The bema slopes down toward the naos. It is two steps above the naos. The first step
was probably a seat, either side of the entrance. The apse screens are low slabs located
behind the seats.
The altar is attached to the centre of the back wall of the apse. Above it is a rectangular
opening which leads to a barrel vaulted chamber (see (h) below). A window in the
chamber allows a little light to enter the apse.
A bench on the south side of the apse probably provided a seat or seats.
There are no niches in the apse.
A simple zig-zag decoration is painted on the intrados of the apse arch.
South apse (Plate 61.3)

The bema in the south apse is level and lower than the bema in the north apse while the
apse opening is higher than the opening to the north apse. There are two steps from the
naos to the bema, the first of which provided a narrow seat either side of the entrance.
The apse screens are tall narrow slabs, behind the seats. The apse opening is keyhole
shaped.
The altar is attached to the centre of the back wall of the apse. Above it and slightly to
the north is a niche, which is incompletely excavated. It is likely that it was a secondary
excavation.
On the south side of the apse there is a bench, above which is an opening which is
blocked. The bench was probably coeval with the carving of the apse but the opening
may have been secondary. In any case the bench would have provided a convenient
step into the opening.
A simple zig-zag decoration is painted on the intrados of the apse arch.
c)
/iree-standing liturgical furniture
None.
d)
architectural features of lateral walls
North wall
At the east end of the north wall there is an arched flat backed niche.
The doorway into the church is in the north wall. Door jambs and a lintel provide a
frame against which a screen could be placed to close the church from the inside.
South wall (Plate 61.4)
There is a bench along the south wall behind which an irregular chamber has been
carved. The chamber has two openings (windows) roughly cut in the back wall.
e)
west wall of naos
TTie west wall is divided by a pilaster from which a transverse arch springs.
There is a bench along the west wall of the north naos behind which are two blind flat
backed niches possibly indicating the position of two seats.
f)
narthex
None.
g)
ceiling/vault
Both domes sit on flat rims above pendentives.
There are no comices in either church.
h)
additional chambers (arcosolia/funerary chambers)
The barrel vaulted chamber (orientation 102") which opens from the north apse may
have had a funerary function . However, its location, opening above the altar, is
unusual. It has benches on three sides and a window opposite the entry from the apse.
The benches are approximately 0.8m above the floor and 0.5m wide. The south-west
comer of the chamter is irregularly carved.
An in-egular chamber opens behind the bench attached to the south wall of the south
naos.
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LOCATION
Avcilar 6
N apse

NICHE/BENCH:H/W/D
APSE:CH/D A L T A R : H / W / D SCREEN:H/W/D
S bench
0.89/1.25 attached ~0.5H
low slabs
-1/~0.15/~0.15
C niche above altar opens to
b/v chamber

Avcilar 6
S apse

N niche fl/b ab.altar(2ndary)
S niche to passage
S bench

N naos N
wall E end
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bema=2steps
=1 bench
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=1 bench
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Plate 61.1. Avcilar 6, exterior (1988)

Plate 61.2. Avcilar 6, north apse (1988)

Plate 61.3. Avcilar 6, south apse (1988)

Plate 61.4. Avcilar 6, south wall (1988)

62. Mezarlar Alti Kilisc
Area: Avcilar
The church has not been published although it has been known to Thierry since 1977. It
is apparently underneath the Ataman residence which is at the eastern end of the village
facing Avcilar 4 Durmu? Kadir Kilise, on the opposite side of the creek bed, Uzun
Dere.
1.
Dating
Jolivet-Levy has not seen the church and has based her analysis of its iconography and
style on information supplied by Thierry. She has identified painting in the apse of the
east church which resembles painting in Hagios Stephanos Cemil. On the ceiling of the
east church there is a painted ornamental decoration, similar to that found in the Church
of Niketas the Stylite,Kizil Cukur. Accordingly, Jolivet-Levy has suggested that the
church may be attributed from the end of the seventh to the beginning of the eighth
century [La peinture byzantine en Cappadoce, n 256-257].
2.
Peculiarities of Facade
The fagade has been lost. The church is entered through the east apse.
3.
Interior
a)
architectural type
There are two churches (called here the east church and the south church) which are
joined by a narrow passageway from the west wall of the east church to the north wall
of the south church. The south church (orientation approximately 70°) lies obliquely to
the east church (orientation approximately 110").
Each has a single naos and a single apse. The east church has a flat ceiling.
b)
apse arrangement-east end arrangement
The apses are horseshoe shaped in plan.
In each apse the bema is two steps above the naos.
Both had narrow apse screens but it is not possible to determine their height.
The altar is not shown in either apse.
South apse
There are three (flat backed?) niches in the apse. The north and south niches are larger
and may have been seats. The niche in the centre of the back wall of the apse was
probably above the altar.
c)
free-standing liturgical furniture
None
d)
architectural features of lateral walls
East naos
There is a deep arcosolium in the south wall. The north wall has been lost.
South naos
There is a flat backed niche in the east end of the north wall, adjacent to the apse.
e)
west wall of naos
East naos
There is a passageway in the west wall, connecting the two churches.
South naos
The west wall has been lost.

f)
narthex
None.
g)
ceiling/vault
These are not shown on the plan.
h)
additional chambers (arcosolia/funerary chambers)
There is an arcosolium in the east church.
4.
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LOCATION
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?
bema=2steps
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2 = seats?
arcosollum

fl/b?

?
bema=2steps

-2.7W/~1.5D

passageway connecting
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niche

attached?

?/~0.5/~0.5

E naos ~5.5Lx5W
[Th]
S naos ? x4W [Th]

63. Theotokos Church
Area: Avcilar
The Theotokos Church is carved into an isolated cone which is to the left of the path
leading to Kar^i Becak and approximately 100m from Avcilar 2a the Tomb of Hieron.
The cone is at the back of a parking lot, which is associated with a restaurant located in
an adjacent cone. The church is used as a dwelling, which made a thorough examination
of its architecture and liturgical furnishings difficult. Although the church is small and
the painting has been described by Jolivet-Levy as 'modest' ['Une nouvelle chapelle
byzantine presd'Avcilar (Cappadoce). Sadecoration absidale', CArch (1984) 41], it
may have been part of a larger complex as there is another church nearby and a
refectory. The second church is located in a cone to the north and at present used as a
pigeon house. In 1988 the entrance to the church was bricked up and access was
impossible. (See (h) below.)
1.
Dating
Jolivet-Levyfirstpublished details of the church ['Une nouvelle chapelle byzantine pres
d'Avcilar (Cappadoce). Sa decoration absidale', CArch (1984) 39-46]. She has analyzed
the iconographic programme and examined details of the style of the paintings,
concluding that the decoration of the church may be attributed to the beginning of the
eleventh century.
2.
Peculiarities of Facade (Plate 63.1)
The doorway is rectangular, located approximately 2.5m above the ground. Toe holds
cut into the rock below the doorway enable fairly easy access into the church. A blind
horseshoe shaped lunette is carved into the rock above the doorway. Apart from the
lunette, there is no decoration on the fapade.
3.
Interior
a)
architectural type
The church has a single barrel vaulted naos (orientation 110") and a single apse. The
vault rises above a wide slab cornice. The apse arch is horseshoe shaped.
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b)
apse arrangement- east end arrangement (Plate 63.2)
The apse is horseshoe shaped in plan. The apse opening was probably keyhole shaped.
It is now damaged. Tall narrow screens probably framed the entrance to the apse.
The bema is two steps above the naos floor, one of which is a bench along the east
wall.
The altar is attached to the centre of the back wall of the apse.
In the south there is a flat backed niche, probably a seat.
In the east wall, adjacent to the apse, there is a small arched flat backed niche above the
bench.

c)
free-standing liturgical furniture
None.
d)
architectural features of lateral walls
TTiere are benches attached to the east end of the north and south walls.
In the north wall there is a large arcosolium with two graves.
e)
west wall ofnaos
The doorway into the church is in the west wall.
f)
narthex
None.
g)
ceiling/vault
TTie vault rises from a wide slab cornice.
h)
additional cham bers (arcosolia/funerary cham bers)
The arcosolium in the north wall was probably enlarged during a secondary excavation.
Nearby church
As noted above there is a second church on the site. It is in an isolated cone but is
inaccessible.
Refectory
The refectory opens on the opposite side of the cone in which the Theotokos Church is
located.
Because the site is used at present as a dwelling thorough investigation of the refectory
was not possible. [For further discussion see the text, chapter five.]
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Plate 63.1. Avcilar, Theotokos Church, exterior (1988)
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64. GOreme 1, El Nazar
Area: Goreme
[Arts ofCappadocia, plan 4 Goreme no. 1]
1.
Dating
The painting in Goreme 1 has been compared with archaic programmes and dated to the
beginning of the tenth century [Jerphanion, Les eglises nipestres de Cappadoce, 1 i 196
and Thierry, Arts of Cappadocia, plan 4,202]. Restle has dated the Goreme 1 paintings
to the end of the tenth century, on the basis of derivations from mid-tenth century
manuscriptilluminations[Byza/i£ifle Wall Painting in Asia Minor, I, 28-29].
2
Peculiarities of Facade (Plate 64.1)
The church is in an isolated cone. It occupies the centre of three levels of excavations.
Above the church there are at least two small chambers (described below (h)).
Below the church there is a partly collapsed chamber (described below (h)), which is
entered from the south side.
The entrance into the church opened into the west arm. It has been lost.
3.
Interior
a)
architectural type
The church has a free cross plan, the eastern arm of which has been truncated.
There are three apses. The central apse (orientation 106°) opens from the central bay of
the church. The north apse is preceded by a barrel vaulted chamber (orientation 86")
which opens from the north arm of the naos. The south apse opens directly from the
south arm of the naos.
The floor of the church has, in part, cracked and possibly subsided and there is a break
in the floor of the central apse. For all that, the floor of the north arm which is higher
than the rest of the church probably reflects the original relationship of the floor levels.
Over the crossing, there is a dome on a shallow drum carried on four engaged pilasters.
The three cross arms of the naos have barrel vaults, springing from an overhanging slab
cornice. The apse arch of the central apse is horseshoe shaped, rising above a fillet
shaped cornice.
b)
apsidal arrangement- east end arrangement
Central apse (Plate 64.2)
The apse is horseshoe shaped in plan.
The bema is two steps above the naos floor and very rough, making it difficult to
determine whether chancel slabs existed but it is not likely that they did. Nevertheless,
there are two holes cut into the intrados of the apse arch, one at head height, the other
just above the bema level. They are rough and probably secondary but they may have
provided points at which an apse screen was secured.
It is no longer possible to determine conclusively whether the altar was attached or freestanding, although Restle has drawn the altar attached to the centre of the back wall of
the apse [Byzantine Wall Painting in Asia Minor, II plan I reproduced as fig. 64.1].
This is its more probable location because there are few scars on the bema which can be
related to a free-standing altar.
There are three round arched flat backed niches in the north wall of the apse. There is a
running hood moulding above the arches, which rise from a slab capital. There is a
small ledge below the niches, separating the bema from the apse wall. The niches have
been described as an arcaded synthronon. It is probable that at least two of the niches
were seats, ie. those located behind the ledge. It is also likely that there was a similar
arrangement on the opposite side of the apse.

The south wall of the apse may have had similar niches [as shown in Restle's plan] but
the wall has been lost.
North apse (Plate 64.3)
The north apse is at the east end of a small barrel vaulted chamber which is entered
through a rectangular doorway. There is a flat recessed moulding around the doorway.
A sill separates the floor of the north arm of the church from the north chamber.
On the inside of the doorway under the door lintel there are grooves from which a
wooden panel could have hung, closing the chamber.
The barrel vault rises above a slab cornice.
The apse is semi-circular in plan. A transverse rib across the vault and a change in the
angle of the vault indicates the separation between the ban-el vaulted chamber and the
apse. There is no evidence of a screen separating the apse from the barrel vaulted
chamber.
The altar is attached to the centre of the back wall of the apse.
In the north wall of the barrel vaulted chamber there is a rectangular flat backed niche
(not shown on Restle's plan) and in the south wall there is a cavity (probably
secondary) which opens into the arched niche in the central apse. This is indicated on
Restle's plan.
In the floor of the barrel vaulted chamber there is a rectangular opening bordered with a
rim, probably to support a covering lid. This opens into a chamber below.
South apse (Plate 64.4)
The south apse opens direcdy from the south arm of the naos. It is semi-circular in plan.
The apse arch is round. There is no apse screen.
The bema is one step above the naos floor.
The east wall of the south apse has been lost. Nevertheless, both Restle [Byzantine Wall
Painting in Asia Minor, n plan I] and Jerphanion [Les 6glises rupestres de Cappadoce,
plate 28] have shown the apse with an attached altar, in its probable location, in the
centre of the back wall.
c)
h^-standing liturgical furniture
None.
d)
architectural features of lateral walls
There are two blind arched niches in each of the lateral walls of the north and south
cross arms. Above the arches of the niches which rise from engaged pilasters, there is a
running hood moulding. An incised rectangular frame surrounds each pair of niches.
There is a similar flat backed niche in the west wall of the south arm..
Restie has also shown a niche in the west wall of the north arm. The wall has been lost
but it is likely that the niche existed.
The niches were probably seats.
e)
west wall of naos
The north side of the west arm of the naos has been lost.
In the south wall of the west arm there is an arcosolium and in the west wall, a small
flat backed niche.
f)
narthex
None.
g)
ceiling/vault
Four engaged pilasters with slab cornices carry the central dome which sits on a narrow
drum, above pendentives.
There are barrel vaults, rising above slabs cornices, over the cross arms.

h)
additional chambers (arcosolia/funerary chambers)
In the south wall of the west arm of the church there is a rectangular arcosolium which
has largely collapsed.
Restle has shown an arcosolium in a similar location on the north wall of the west arm,
but this cannot be confirmed from the present archaeological evidence.
It is possible that the barrel vaulted chamber in front of the north apse may have been a
funerary chamber. The rectangular opening in this chamber opens to a cavity below,
approximately 1.5m deep, 0.9m long and 0.6m wide.
At least two chambers are carved out of the rock above the church, while a large
irregular chamber is below the church. One of the upper chambers is rectangular and
has a flat ceiling. The other is a small barrel vaulted chamber, which has two arched
niches carved in the back wall. Traces of geometric decoration can be seen in the second
chamber.
The lower chamber is approximately 7.5m x 3m. It is entered from the south side of the
cone through a rectangular door set in an incised rectangular frame, which is cut into a
roughly carved fagade.
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Fig. 64.1. Goreme 1, El Nazar [after Restle]
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Plate 64.1. Goreme 1, El Nazar, exterior (1988)

Plate 64.2. Goreme 1, El Nazar, central apse (1988)

Plate 64.3. Goreme 1, El Nazar, north apse (1988)

Plate 64.4. Goreme 1, El Nazar, south apse (1988)

65. GOreme la

Area: Goreme
The church is in the same valley as Goreme 1 but it is further south and on the opposite
side of the valley.
/.
Dating
There is little evidence by which to date the church. From the free cross plan it may be
deduced that the church was excavated in the late ninth or early tenth century. There is
some geometric decoration but with the exception of Greek crosses on the pendentives
and the decoration in the dome, it is rough and probably post-Byzantine.
Because of the proximity of the church to Goreme 1 which also has a free cross plan, it
is likely that Goreme la may be attributed to the same period, that is in the tenth
century.
2.
Peculiarities of Facade (plate 65.1)
The fagade has partly collapsed, exposing four openings. The lowest opening is
rectangular, approximately two metres above the ground. It leads into a chamber with a
flat ceiling (identified as lower chamber on the sketch plan) which opens into a
passageway, leading up to the church.
The second opening in the fagade is a partially collapsed chamber off the lower
chamber.
The third opening is a chamber which opens from the north wall of the church and the
fourth opening is into the apse of the church.
3.
Interior
a)
architectural type
The church has a free cross plan about 5m long x 4m wide.
The doorway into the church is in the west wall of the west arm.
There is a truncated dome on a shallow drum over the crossing. The pendentives are
decorated with roughly drawn Greek crosses.
The cross arms are barrel vaulted.
There are three apses. There is a transverse vault rib, rising above a slab cornice, in
front of the central apse. The central apse arch is broken but it was probably horseshoe
shaped. The side apses also have horseshoe shaped arches.
b)
apsidal arrangement- east end arrangement
Central apse (Plate 65.2)
The east end of the central apse has collapsed. The apse was probably horseshoe
shaped in plan. The apsidal arch rises directly above narrow tall slabs.
From the naos floor to the bema there are two steps. The lower step is cut into a bench
in front of the apse.
There is no evidence of the altar. On the south side of the apse there is a seat, protruding
into the bema, surmounted by a shallow flat backed niche.
The north side of the apse has been lost.
There may have been a window in the apse.
North apse (Plate 65.3)
The opening of the apse is keyhole shaped. The bema is two steps above the naos floor.
The first step is cut into a bench in front of the apse.
The altar is attached to the back wall of the apse, between two ledges, which may have
been seats.
There are no niches in the apse.
South apse (Plate 65.2)

The south apse has been damaged but in all likelihood it was similar to the north apse.
Sketch Plan
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c)
free-standing liturgical furniture
None.
d)
architectural features of lateral walls (Plate 65.2)
There are benches around the naos walls.
The north wall has a large rectangular doorway probably to allow light into the church,
which leads to what is now an open fronted chamber. Grooves along the jambs and
lintel indicate that the doorway could be closed from the church, if required. On the
exterior wall, the doorway is surmounted by a lunette.
In the south wall above the bench there is a rectangular opening which has a rock-cut
ladder, leading to a passageway.
e)
west wall of naos
In the north west comer of the church there is a simple rectangular doorway above the
bench.
f)
narthex
The church is part of a network of chambers. It is not possible to identify any of these
as a narthex.
g)

ceiling/vault

The barrel vaults rise above a rectangular slab cornice on the return walls.
h)
additional chambers (arcosolia/funerary chambers)
There are many chambers, niches and passageways excavated into the ridge but no
arcosolia.
Below the church there is a square chamber (identified as the lower chamber in the
sketch plan), which has a flat ceiling and benches on all walls. It opens into a partially
collapsed rectangular chamber covered with a flat ceiling.
A narrow passageway connects the lower chamber to the church.
A passageway with a rock-cut ladder leads from the south wall of the church leads to a
rectangular room above the church. There are tracks and niches at the end of the
passageway, which could be closed with a millstone.
There are other passageways leading from the upper chamber.
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LOCATION
Goreme l a
C apse
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Plate 65.1. Goreme la, exterior (1986)

Plate 65.2. Goreme la, central apse, south apse and south wall (1986)

Plate 65.3. Goreme la, north apse (1986)
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66. GOrcme 2a, Sakli Kilise, Church of St John
Area: Goreme
[Art of Cappadocia, plan 4, Goreme no. 2a]
1.
Dating
Epstein has noted that there are resemblances between the paintings in Sakli Kilise and
the Yilanh Group of churches in Goreme ['Rock-cut chapels in Goreme Valley,
Cappadocia. The Yilanli Group and the Column Churches', CArvh 24 (1975) 118],
[For the dating of the Yilanh Group of churches see Goreme 28 Yilanli Kilise (cat.
113).] Accordingly, she has attributed the paintings to a period after 1050. Restle's
analysis agrees with Epstein's and he has dated the paintings to the second half of the
eleventh century (c.l070) [Byzantine Wall Painting in Asia Minor, 150-52]. JolivetLevy [La peinUire byzantine en Cappadoce, II262-263], supporting the date proposed
by Epstein, has argued that the attribution to around 1000 by Budde is too early ['Die
Johanneskirche von Goreme', Pantheon 19 (1961) 263-271].
2.
Peculiarities of Facade
The church is approached from the top of the ridge, via a series of rock-cut steps. The
facade, which faces the El Nazar Valley, has a rectangular doorway. Steps lead down
into the church.
When discovered in 1957, the church was half-filled with deposits.
3.
Interior
a)
architectural type
The transverse naos of Goreme 2a is divided into two by a three arched arcade which is
carried on two pillars and two pilasters. The western aisle (approximately 2.3m wide x
6.5m) has a flat ceiling divided into three unequal compartments, and the eastern aisle
(approximately 2.4m x 7.3m) is barrel vaulted.
It is likely that the church was intended to have three apses (orientation -110"
according to Restle). What survives is quite different. There is an apse at the south end
of the east wall and two chambers along the rest of the east wall, divided by a short
vertical wall.
However, Jolivet-Levy has pointed out that there are no stylistic differences in the
paintings in the church, suggesting that the decoration belongs to one phase.
Furthermore, she has noted that the iconographic programme was conceived as a
whole, although its distribution is unusual because the plan of the church is irregular
[La peinture byzantine en Cappadoce, II496 n.l 10]. Therefore, it follows that the
church collapsed during its excavation and was reworked to the plan which has
survived. A second collapse was less severe on the architecture but damaged some of
the paintings.
The apse arch of the south apse is horseshoe shaped.
The faces of the apse arches of the central and north apses have survived, from which it
can be adduced that these arches were also horseshoe shaped.
b)
apsidal arrangement- east end arrangement
Central and north apses (Plate 66.1)
Although the two chambers at the north end of the east wall do not have any liturgical
furnishings, their decoration is typical of apse programmes, which may be read as a
confirmation of their function as apsidal spaces [Jolivet-Levy, La peinture byzantine en
Cappadoce, II262-263].
A thin wall partially separates the apses.
Each probably had a horseshoe shaped apse arch.

The edge of the bema is damaged but was probably two steps above the naos floor, one
of which may have been a bench along the east wall of the naos.
South apse (Plate 66.2)
The south apse is semi-circular in plan.
A horseshoe shaped arch rises above cornices on the intrados, probably forming a
keyhole shaped opening. The apse opening has been damaged but it seems likely that
low narrow slabs framed the entrance.
The bema is two steps above the naos. The lower step is a bench in front of the apse.
The altar is asymmetrically attached to the back wall of the apse.
In the south comer of the apse there is a seat.
c)
free-standing liturgical furniture
None.
d)
architectural features of lateral walls
There are benches attached to each of the naos walls. They are broken on the north and
south walls by pilasters which carry the arches of the transverse arcade.
At the east end of the north wall above the bench there is a flat backed niche.
e)
west wall of naos
The bench along the west wall is cut by a flight of four steps which leads from the naos
floor to the ground outside the church. There are jambs on either side of the doorway,
possibly to support a panel which closed the church.
f)
narthex
None.
g)
ceiling/vault
The transverse arches rise above slab capitals on two pilasters and two pillars.
There is relief decoration in each of the three ceiling compartments of the west aisle.
Each has a relief cross and some decoration (geometric decoration or medallion saints).
h)
additional cham bers (arcosolia/funerary cham bers)
There are no funerary chambers near the church.
For the refectory located to the north see Goreme 2e (cat. 70).
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Fig. 66.1. Goreme 2a, Sakli Kilise [after Restle]
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Plate 66.1. Goreme 2a, Sakli Kilise, central and north apses (1986)
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Plate 66.2. Goreme 2a, Sakli Kilise, south apse (1986)

67. GOreme 2b
Area: Goreme
The churches Goreme 2b, 2c and 2d are located in the same ridge to the east of Goreme
2a, north west of the large rock pinnacle which has been identified as Necropolis 2 by
Thierry ['La Necropole de Goreme (Cappadoce)', CRAI (1984) fig. 2], [For Necropolis
2, see Goreme 2d (cat. 69).] The churches Goreme 2b and 2c have been briefly
mentioned by Wharton [Art of Empire, fig. 2.13] Her numbering of the churches as
Goreme 2b and 2c has been retained.
1.
Dating
Wharton has briefly examined the decoration of Goreme 2b [Art of Empire, 32-33],
comparing it with the decoration in Goreme 1 El Nazar. Indeed, she considered that the
same artist painted both churches. This is convincing evidence on which to attribute the
decoration of Goreme 2b to the tenth century.
The plan of the church has no particular characteristics by which it can be easily dated.
The sculptural decoration of the ceiling with three crosses to the west and a large cross
to the east could belong to the iconoclastic period or reflect the popular tenth-century
cult of the cross. However, it is unlikely that the church was not carved and decorated
about the same time as Goreme 1.
2.
Peculiarities ofFagade (Plates 57.1, 67.2)
Entrances to Goreme 2b and 2c are in adjacent walls.
The entrance to Goreme 2b is a rectangular doorway at the back of what was probably a
small chamber, covered with a flat ceiling. The church is entered laterally, through the
north wall.
3.
Interior
a)
architectural type
The church has a single aisle and a single apse (orientation 32"). There is a flat ceiling,
sculpturally decorated, covering the naos. At the east end the ceiling is decorated with a
large Greek cross. At the west end there are three crosses in relief, set within a series of
stepped frames.
The naos is filled with sand particularly at the east end, which has also suffered badly
from collapses and erosion.
b)
apsidal arrangement- east end arrangement (Plate 67.3)
Much of the apse has been lost. The apse arch was probably horseshoe shaped. It is
decorated with a flat moulding.
All evidence of liturgical furnishings has vanished with the exception of a small flat
backed niche on the south side of the apse. [This is not shown on Wharton's plan. Art
of Empire 2.13 reproduced as fig. 67.1.] This may be the top of a niche which
functioned as a seat in the south comer.
c)
free-standing liturgical furniture
None.
d)
architectural features of lateral walls (Plate 67.4)
The doorway into the church is in the north wall.
e)
west wall of naos
.
.,
There are no liturgical furnishings on the west wall which is half buned by sou.

f)
narthex
The small entry chamber may have been a narthex.
g)
ceiling/vault
The ceiling which is sculpturally decorated sits on a flat cornice.
h)
additional chambers (arcosolia/funerary chambers) (Plates 67.1, 67.4)
Wharton has drawn an irregularly shaped chamber, opening from the narthex and the
north west comer of the church. This was not accessible when the church was
examined. (See plate 67.1: there is masonry fill to the right of the doorway and plate
67.4: there is masonry fill to the left of the doorway in the north wall.)
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68. GOreme 2c
Area: Goreme
For the location of the church see Goreme 2b cat. 66. The church has been identified by
Wharton as Goreme 2c [Art of Empire fig.2.13], In a rapid survey of unpublished
churches, Thierry mentioned a 'beautiful church with columns' near the Goreme
Necropolis which she called Goreme 2d ['Nouvelles d&ouvertes en Cappadoce',
Dossiers Histoire et Arch6ologie 121 (1987) 22]. Unless there is a fourth church
behind Necropolis 2, presumably Thierry is referring to Goreme 2c. (For Goreme
Necropolis 2, see Goreme 2d cat. 69.)
1. Dating
The plan of the church does not appear comparable to the fully evolved eleventh century
plan of the Column Churches of Goreme. In Goreme 2c a state of flux may be gauged
by the variety in the architecture, in particular in the vaults covering the comer bays.
However not all of the churches in the group of Column Churches fully expresses the
inscribed cross plan. For example Goreme 20 St Barbara (cat. 103) is considered
transitional between the Column Churches and the Yilanli Group of churches and
attributed to early in the second half of the eleventh centiuy.
In Goreme 2c panel paintings on either side of the north apse and on the face of the
north east column are unfortunately badly damaged. Stylistic analysis of the paintings
may assist the dating of the church as they mayrelateto the Yilanh Group of churches.
The most secure evidence by which the church can be dated is the solid apse screen
which separated the central apse from the naos,fromwhich it may be adduced that the
excavation of the church took place in the second half of the eleventh century. If this is
so the adjacent churches, Goreme 2b and 2c, are not contemporary.
2. Peculiarities of Facade (Plates 67.1,68.1)
The entrance to the church is a rectangular opening set within a recessed arched frame.
It is adjacent to the entrance to Goreme 2b. Both churches may have shared a common
narthex.
The church is entered laterally through the south wall.
3. Interior
a) architectural type
The church has an inscribed cross plan. There is a dome over the crossing carried on
four columns. There are barrel vaults over the cross arms and the south west comer
bay. The other comer bays are covered with quadripartite vaults.
There are only two apses, which will be called the central and north apses. The south
apse has not been excavated. For all that, the plan cannot be considered among the few
double apsed churches in Cappadocia. The central apse (orientation 355") has a
horseshoe shaped arch, rising above slab cornices.
b) apsidal arrangement-east end arrangement
Central apse (Plate 68.2)
The apse is horseshoe shaped in plan.
There were probably two stepsfromthe naos to the bema, the lower one a bench m
front of the apse.
The apse arch probably formed a horseshoe shaped lunette above the apse screen which
has collapsed. In all likelihood the configuration of the screen included a central
opening and two flanking apertures.
The liturgicalfiimishingsare difficult to place in the apse because it is badly eroded.
The altar was attached to the centre of the back waU and there was probably a seat in tne

south comer of the apse. Neither is indicated on Wharton's plan [Art of Empire, 2.13
reproduced as fig. 67.1].
There are no niches in the apse.
North apse (Plate 68.3)
The apse is horseshoe shaped in plan.
There were probably two steps from the naos to the bema, the lower one a bench in
front of the apse.
The apse opening is dainaged but it was probably mushroom shaped with low chancel
slabs framing the entrance to the apse.
The apse arch is slightly horseshoe shaped.
The altar is attached to the centre of the back wall of the apse.
In the south comer there is a seat which has a tall arm rest on the east side.
There are no niches in the apse.
South apse
The south apse has not been excavated. There is a bench attached to the east wall below
the position which would have been taken up by the south apse.
c)
free-standing liturgical furniture
None.
d)
architectural features of lateral walls
North wall
The north wall is divided into three by two pilasters. At the east end of the north wall
there is a flat backed niche. It is set in a large keyhole shaped recess.
There is a bench along the centre and west sections of the north wall.
South wall (Plate 68.4)
The south wall is divided into three by two pilasters. At the east end there is bench (not
marked on Wharton's plan). The rectangular doorway into the church is in the centre of
the south wall. Around the opening there is a recessed flat moulding. Above the
doorway there is a rectangular window. There is a bench along the west end of the wall.
e)
west wall of naos (Plates 68.4, 68.5)
A bench along the west wall is divided into three by two pilasters.
There are two openings in the west wall. At the north end there is a keyhole shaped
opening, above the bench, leading to a funerary chamber. At the south end there is a
high rectangular opening into an irregular chamber.
f)
narthex
The chamber in front of Goreme 2b and 2c may have functioned as a narthex to both
churches. Its excavation, however, was probably undertaken with the carving of
Goreme 2b.
g)
ceiling/vault
There is a dome over the crossing.
Horseshoe shaped arches spring from slab capitals on the columns and engaged
pilasters.
h)
additional chambers (arcosolia/funerary chambers) (Plate 68.5)
The funerary chamber which opens from the north west bay of the naos has two graves
cut in the floor.
,,
The irregular chamber which opens from the south west bay of the naos is proDaoiy a
secondary excavation. The opening is too high in the west waU to pemiit easy acMSS^
Wharton's plan shows that this chamber opens into the north east comer ot Ooreme zo

and the narthex. I was unable to explore the connection as the chamber is closed with
masonry at both ends.
For the refectory located to the north of the church see Goreme 2e (cat. 70).
4.
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68.3. Goreme 2c, north apse (1988)
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Chart 68.

Chart of Liturgical Furnishings

Goreme 2c

LOCATION
GOreme 2c
C apse

NICHE/BENCH:H/W/D
APSE:CH/D A L T A R : H / W / D SCREEN:H/W/D
?S seat
2.03/-1.6
attached
solid
2.04/-2.5/?
bema -0.35
=2steps=1 bench

N apse

S ledge=seat 0.47/0.48/0.3

1.17/1.8

attached
0.9/0.6/0.55

low slabs
0.96/7/0.24
bema -0.3
=2steps=1 bench

E wall bench
-0.4/~1.4/~0.4

S apse

apse not
excavated

niche fl/b in k/hole niche
naos Nwall
0.66ab.bench/0.54/0.64/0.29
Eend
naos
N wall
naos
S wall

bench

~0.35/~4.5/0.4

E end bench -0.35/0.84/0.4
W end bench -0.5/0.99/0.4
rectangular doorway
7/1/0.95

naos
W wall
naos
W wall

N end k/hole 1.64/0.62/~0.2
S end rectangular
bench

-0.5/-6/0.4

funerary chamber
-2L X -1.2W
naos ~6L X-6W

Plate 68.1. Goreme 2c, exterior (1988)

Plate 68.2. Goreme 2c, central apse (1988)

Plate 68.3. Goreme 2c, nonh apse (1988)

Plate 68.4. Goreme 2c, south wall (1988)

Plate 68.5. Goreme 2c, west wall, funerary chamber (1988)

69. Gfireme 2d
Area: Goreme
The church is to the west of the large rock pinnacle identified as Necropolis 2 by
Thierry ['La necropole de Goreme (Cappadoce)', CRM (1984) fig. 2],
1.
Dating
The painting in the church, geometric decoration on the arches, cornices, pendentives
(Greek crosses) and drum over the naos, does not greatly assist the dating of the
monument. However, the location of the church and its proximity to other monuments
may be useful.
It is likely that Goreme 2d was associated with the nearby chambers in Goreme
Necropolis 2, whose paintings Thierry has attributed to the fu-st decades of the tenth
century ['La necropole de Goreme (Cappadoce)', CRAI (1984) 672,676-678]. Further,
in her stylistic analysis of the painted funerary chamber, Thierry remarked on the
similarities between the paintings in the chamber and those in Goreme 1. [For a
summary of the Goreme Necropolis sites see cat. 123.]
2.
Peculiarities ofFagade (Plate 69.1)
The facade is half submerged under deposits of soil and partially collapsed. The
doorway opens into the west arm of the church.
3.
Interior
a)
architectural type
The church has an irregular free cross plan. The east and west cross arms are laterally
displaced. There is a single apse (orientation 125°).
Over the crossing there is a dome. There is no drum under the dome which is supported
by pendentives, rising directly from the naos walls.
Barrel vaults cover the cross arms, rising above a slab cornice.
The apse arch is round, rising above a slab cornice.
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Fig. 69.1
Goreme 2d
b)
apsidal arrangement- east end arrangement (Plate 69.2)
The apse is horseshoe shaped in plan.
The altar is attached to the centre of the back wall. In the south comer of the apse there
is a seat with an arm rest on the east side.
The bema is hidden by deposits in the apse.
It is likely that the apse was screened firom the naos by tall slabs which are broken.
Adjacent to the apse, at the east end of the north wall of the east arm, there is a small flat
backed niche.
free-standing liturgical furniture
c)
None.
d)
architectural features of lateral walls (Plate 69.1)
The north wall of the north arm has collapsed (see the left of plate 69.1).

e)
west wall ofnaos
The doorway into the church was cut in the west wall.
f)
narthex
None.
g)
ceiling/vault (Plate 69.2)
There is a slab cornice on the return walls above which the barrel vaults and the apse
arch rise.
h)
additional chambers (arcosolia/funerary chambers)
There are no tombs in Goreme 2d but the church is excavated into the ridge behind
Goreme Necropolis 2.
Goreme Necropolis 2 (Plates 69.3, 69.4, 69.5, 69.6)
The chambers in Goreme Necropolis 2 include a painted funerary chamber and a series
of upper chambers, which have been described by Thierry ['La necropole de Goreme
(Cappadoce)', CRA7(1984) 661-3, 666-678, fig. 5]. There is a relief figural form
sculptured on the facade of the chamber.
Painted funerary chamber (Plate 69.4)
The painted chamber is rectangular (1.75m x 1.93m) and covered with a barrel vault,
which rises directly from the wall.
At one end of the chamber there is an arcosolium, the end wall of which is painted with
standing figures. The vault of the arcosolium has two large crosses with intertwining
vine tendrils.
There is an equestrian figure on the return wall of the arcosolium. Thierry has found
stylistic parallels between this painting and the paintings in Goreme 1 ['La necropole de
Goreme (Cappadoce)', CRAI(19M), 672]. On the opposite return wall is the scene of
the Vision of Eustathios.
A keyhole shaped doorway is in the wall opposite the arcosolium. Above the doorway
are the painted figures of a lion and a bull.
Two graves are cut into the floor. Each has an edge, which probably supported a
covering lid.
Upper chambers (Plate 69.5)
The upper chambers were not decorated. They are quite irregularly shaped and well
equipped with arcosolia, floor graves, niches and benches. The floors of some have
collapsed.
4.
Bibliography
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Chart 69.

Chart of Liturgical Furnishings

Goreme 2d

LOCATION
Goreme 2d
apse
naos E arm
naos W
arm

NICHE/BENCH:H/W/D
APSE:CH/D A L T A R : H / W / D SCREEN:H/W/D
S seat -0.42/0.9/0.45
attached
1.8/1.6
?tall slabs
0.9/0.65/0.58
E niche fl/b 7/0.7/0.45
rectangular doorway
7/0.95/0.5

Necropolis funerary chamber: a/s 0.5 ab.
floor/1.7/1.73/0.71
2
upper chamber: benches,
seats, a/s, niches

1.93L
5.5L

X

X

1.75W
-1.92

Plate 69.1. Goreme 2d, exterior (1988)

Plate 69.2. Goreme 2d, apse (1988)

Plate 69.3. Goreme Necropolis 2, exterior (1988)

Plate 69.4. Goreme Necropolis 2, painted funerary chamber (1988)
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Plate 69.5. Goreme Necropolis 2, upper chamber (1988)
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Plate 69.6. Goreme Necropolis 2, funerary chamber, fagade with sculpture (1988)

70. GOreme 2e, Refectory
Area: Goreme

Goreme 2e appears to be close to the position indicated for Goreme 2, a monument
which has not been discovered since located by Jerphanion [Les eglises rupestres de
Cappadoce, plate 3; see Arts of Cappadocia plan 4, Goreme no. 2],
The refectory was omitted from the study of refectory monasteries by Rodley [Cave
Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, 151-183].
1.
Dating
The plan of the refectory, incorporating an elevated chamber alongside the refectory
table, has no counterpart among other Goreme refectories or other rock-cut refectories.
It has been demonstrated in the text (chapter five) that none of the refectories with rockcut furnishings is likely to be attributable to other than the eleventh century. Further the
fagade of the refectory is articulated with blind keyhole shaped niches, which although
less sophisticated and lacking articulation by mouldings, is similar to the fagades
adjacent to the eleventh-century churches Goreme 22 (^ankli Kilise, Goreme 23
Karanlik Kilise and Goreme 25.
2
Peculiarities of Fagade (Plate 70.1)
The ridge has collapsed, exposing two recessed rectangular fagades.
On the right hand side there is a doorway into a chamber, whose purpose cannot be
determined. It was preceded by a barrel vaulted chamber. Transverse ribs articulated the
vault.
The left hand fagade has a doorway which opens into the refectory. In front of the
entrance there was a chamber covered with a flat ceiling.
The entrance into the refectory is a rectangular doorway surmounted by a recessed
tympanum, whose horseshoe shaped arch rises above small cornices. A recessed
moulding outlines the doorway.
There is a number of rectangular openings above and below the refectory entrance.
3.
Interior
a)
architectural type (Plate 70.2)
The refectory is a rectangular chamber. It has a free-standing table on the left hand side,
at the head of which there is a blind arched niche. A bench is attached to the wall
alongside the table. Inside the rectangular chamber on the right hand side there is a
rectangular barrel vaulted chamber, the opening to which is mushroom shaped. There
are low chancel slabs and a sill across the entrance to the chamber, which is four steps
above the refectory floor.
There are no other furnishings inside the barrel vaulted chamber.
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Fig. 70.1
Goreme 2e, Refectory
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b)
^^-standing liturgical furniture
The refectory table is free-standing.
c)
ceiling/vault
The main chamber has a flat ceiling, which sits directly on top of the walls.
The elevated chamber has a barrel vault.
d)
additional chambers (arcosolia/funerary chambers)
The refectory was part of a development along the ridge. Most of the chambers have
since collapsed, making it difficult to determine the relationship of the refectory with the
nearby chambers. There are two eleventh-century churches located nearby, Goreme 2a
Sakli Kilise and Goreme 2c. For further discussion see the text, chapter five.
4.
Bibliography
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6.
Plates
70.1. Goreme 2e, Refectory, exterior (1986)
70.2. Goreme 2e, refectory table and opening to barrel vaulted chamber (1986)

Chart 70.

Chart of Liturgical Furnishings

Goreme 2e, Refectory

LOCATION
GSreme 2e
refectory

NICHE/BENCH:H/W/D
APSE:CH/D A L T A R : H / W / D
left hand+ back walls
benches

SCREEN:H/W/D

tree-standing table/niche
fl/b ab. bench at end of table
b/v
chamber

3 steps 0.8 ab. refectory
floor/ 1.77/0.85/1.37

low slabs
~0.4/-0.4/0.2

Plate 70.1. Goreme 2e, Refectory, exterior (1986)

Plate 70.2. Goreme 2e, refectory table and opening to barrel vaulted chamber (1986)

71. GOreme 3
Area: Goreme
[Arts of Cappadocia, plan 4 Goreme no. 3]
Dating
1.
In his analysis of the church, Restle has suggested that the painting was completed in
one phase which he attributed to the ninth century [Byzantine Wall Painting in Asia
Minor, 1105]. This agrees with Jerphanion who examined paintings, concluding that
they and the inscriptions could be dated to the archaic period. However, he suggested
that the cross painted on the ceiling of the inner chamber was earlier than the other
paintings [Les 6glises rupesti-es de Cappadoce,! i 140,143].
2.
Peculiarities of Facade (Plate 71.1)
The apses and the eastern end of the church have collapsed.
A two arched arcade carried on two pilasters and a pillar divides the eastem end of the
church from the western end. The arches spring from slab capitals. The western section
of the church, although an internal chamber, has been judged to be a secondary
excavation [see Restle, Byzantine Wall Painting in Asia Minor, 1106],
To the south of the church there is a rectangular doorway in a shallow recessed arched
niche. Between the doorway and the church there is an arcosolium.
To the north of the church there is a rough opening, leading into an irregularly shaped
chamber. These chambers are connected to the church by short passageways.
3.
Interior
a)
architectijral type
It seems likely that the church had a transverse naos (orientation 60°) covered with a flat
ceiling and three apses as proposed by both Restle [Byzantine Wall Painting in Asia
Minor, II plan III reproduced as fig.71.1] and Jerphanion [Les 6glises nipestres de
Cappadoce, plate 28]. It was enlarged with the excavation of the inner chamber, which
is described by Restle as a narthex [Byzantine Wall Painting in Asia Minor, 1105], It is
possible that the inner chambers to the north were also associated with the expansion of
the foundation, providing an entrance into the western end of the church.
b)
apsidal arrangement- east end arrangement
The apse/s have been lost.
c)
free-standing liturgical furniture
None.
d)
architectural features oflateral walls
The doorway to the church was probably in the west end of the north wall of the naos.
e)
west wall of naos
A two arched arcade divides the naos from the narthex. The arches spring from slab
capitals on the pillar and pilasters.
f)
narthex
The narthex is rectangular (approximately 4m x 8m) and covered with a flat ceiling. It
has benches on three sides.
A short passageway on the north wall connects the narthex to the inner chambers, north
of the church.
g)

additional cham bers (arcosolia/funerary cham hers)

There is a number of chambers in the same ridge as the church. Some may be
contemporary with the church but because of the damage to the chambers no
conclusions with respect to their functions can be drawn.
Between the church and the south chamber there is an arcosolium.
Goreme Necropolis 1 (Plates 71.2, 71.3)
The rock identified as Goreme Necropolis 1 by Thierry ['Decouvertes a la necropole de
Goreme (Cappadoce)', CRA7(1984) 656-691] lies close to Goreme 3. It has a tomb
which Thierry identified as Roman in a vaulted chamber. Thierry believed that the
chamber was occupied by a stylite monk. [The dating of the rock-cut tombs is
considered in chapter five.]
Goreme Refectory 3
A refectory identified as Goreme Refectory 3 is in the rock cone Goreme Necropolis 1.
It is undemeath the tomb described above and opens on the opposite side of the cone.
The chamber has a flat ceiling. On the right hand side there is an attached bench and a
free-standing table. At the head of the table there is a deep niche with a keyhole shaped
opening. The refectory is discussed in the text, chapter five.
4.
Bibliography
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Restle, Byzantine Wall Painting in Asia Minor, 1105-106; II plan III
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5.
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Fig. 71.1. Goreme 3 [after Restle]
There is no chart of liturgical furnishings because the apses in Goreme 3 have been lost.
6.
Plates
71.1. Goreme 3, exterior (1988)
71.2. Goreme Necropolis 1, exterior (1988)
71.3 Goreme Refectory 3 (1988)

Fig. 71.1. Goreme 3 [after Restle]

Plate 71.1. Goreme 3, exterior (1988)

Plate 71.2. Goreme Necropolis 1, exterior (1988)

Plate 71.3 Goreme Refectory 3 (1988)

72. GOreme 4a
Area: Goreme
[Arts of Cappadocia, plan 4 Goreme 4a]
1. Dating
In dating the church, Restle drew attention to parallels between the paintings in Goreme
4a and manuscript illuminations in the illustrated Homilies of Gregory of Nazianzos
[Paris, BN Cod. gr. 510] and then he dated the paintings of Goreme 4a to around 1000
[Byzantine Wall Painting in Asia Minor, 140], It has been suggested that the
manuscript should be dated between 880 and 882 and that it was produced for the
emperor Basil I [Spatharakis, The Portraits and the Date of the Codex Par. Gr. 510',
CArch 23 (1974) 97-105]. In bringing the date of the paintings closer to the manuscript
illuminations, Jolivet-Levy has attributed the paintings in Goreme 4a to the first half of
the tenth century [La peinture byzantine en Cappadoce, II266],
2.
Peculiarities ofFagade (Plate 72.1)
The south wall and part of the west wall of the church have collapsed, taking with them
the vault, the wall and part of the floor of the church. Consequently, a cross section of
the church and chamber below, a refectory, is open to view.
The church was entered from the west end. There was probably a small narthex in front
of the doorway to the church.
3.
Interior
a)
architectural type
The church has a single naos which is barrel vaulted and a single apse (orientation 72").
The barrel vault rises above a slab cornice. A transverse rib rises from engaged pilasters
on the north and south walls and runs across the vault.
The apse arch is horseshoe shaped, rising above a slab cornice at the same level as the
naos cornice. A narrow roll cornice separates the arch from the vault.
b) apsidal arrangement- east end arrangement (Plates 72.2, 72.3, 72.4)
The apse is horseshoe shaped in plan.
The slab cornice on the intrados above which the apse arch rises continues across the
east wall.
The bema is two steps above the naos. The lower step is a bench along the east wall, in
front of the apse.
There are low chancel slabs at the entrance to the apse. Each was painted on the outer
face.
In the south comer of the apse there is a seat, which has two arm rests and a triangular
backrest, carved in relief.
On the north wall of the apse there is a bench which terminates in the north comer in a
second seat, which also has arm rests but is less elaborately carved than thefirstseat.
The altar table is detachedfromthe east wall of the apse but its shaft is attached. The
altar table is bordered with a flat frame (0.07m wide).
c)
free-standing liturgical furniture
None.
d) architectural features oflateral walls (Plate 72.1)
There arefiveblind arched niches on the north wall. Two are to the east and three to the
west of the rib vault Each has an arch which rises above a small cornice on the
intrados.

The niche at the east end of the north wall is narrower than the other niches. In its back
wall there is a flat backed niche, whose lower ledge protrudes from the wall.
Graves have been cut into the two niches toward the west end.
e)
west wall of naos
TTiere is a bench along the west wall.
There is a blind arched niche in the north end of the west wall. This niche has a well
carved into it, which is not marked on Restle's plan [Byzantine Wall Painting in Asia
Minor, II plan IV, reproduced as fig. 72.1]. It may be secondary.
The doorway into the church was cut into the south end of the west wall.
f)
narthex
The narthex has collapsed. It was small and probably covered with a flat ceiling, resting
on a slab comice. It had an arcosolium in the north wall.
g)
ceiling/vault
There is a slab comice on all walls of the naos and the intrados of the apse arch.
h)
additional chambers (arcosolia/funerary chambers)
In what is likely to be a secondary excavation, graves have been cut in the niches at the
west end of the north wall of the church.
Refectory (Plate 72.5)
Underneath the church there is a refectory. This was omitted from the survey of
refectory monasteries by Rodley [Cave Monasteries in Byzantine Cappadocia, 151183].
The fagade of the refectory has been lost, probably at the same time as the fagade of the
church. It has a flat ceiling. The free-standing table is on the right hand side and at its
head there is a round backed niche. Benches, which presumably exist in the refectory,
are covered by soil. In the ceiling there is a carved boss, located over the table.
In the back wall there is a rectangular doorway decorated with red paint which leads to
a rectangular chamber. To the left of the doorway is a small flat backed niche. The
refectory is discussed in the text, chapter five.
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72.3. Goreme 4a, altar (1986)
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Fig. 72.1. Goreme 4a [after Restle]

Chart 72.

Chart of Liturgical Furnishings

Goreme 4a

LOCATION
Gfireme 4a
apse

APSE:CH/D A L T A R : H / W / D SCREEN:H/W/D
NICHE/BENCH:H/W/D
low slabs
detached
S seat 0.55 ab. bema/
1.77/2.33
0.85/0.52/0.44
-0.6/0.67/0.71
1.05/0.95/~0.5
N seat 0.43 ab. bema/
0.43/0.84/-0.4
N bench 0.47 ab. bema/
1.09/-0.4

naos
N wall

E niche fl/b 0.73 ab. bench/
0.6/0.68/0.37
5 niches a/c ea. -1.8/0.8/0.4

naos
W wall

niche a/c c well
-0.5diam./-1.5/0.8/0.4
bench

0.4/-2/~0.4

bema 0.52
=2steps=1 bench

Plate 72.1. Goreme 4a, exterior (1988)

Plate 72.2. Goreme 4a, apse (1988)

Plate 72.3. Goreme 4a, altar (1986)

Plate 72.4. Goreme 4a, seat in south comer of apse (1988)

Plate 72.5. Goreme 4a, refectory (1988)

73. GOreme 4b
Area: Goreme
[Arts of Cappadocia, plan 4 Goreme 4b]
1.
Dating
Restle was the first scholar to record the church Goreme 4b but his description is
incomplete and he did not date the paintings or the excavation of the church. Thierry has
attributed the paintings to the pre-iconoclastic period (sixth or seventh century) [/Vrts of
Cappadocia, 202].
Jolivet-Levy has agreed that the painting is pre-iconoclastic but has preferred to date the
paintings in the seventh century [La peinture byzantine en Cappadoce, II267]. She has
suggested that on the north and south walls of the apse there is some later painting.
Although the apse of Goreme 4b has a vertical east wall, there are too few examples of
similar apses for the shape to be a reliable tool for dating the excavation of the church.
A vertical wall is found in the apses of some churches, whose paintings have been
attributed to the iconoclastic period, including Karji Becak Avcilar and Hagios Basilios
Mustafapajakoy, although the date of Hagios Basilios remains controversial.
2.
Peculiarities of Facade (Plate 73.1)
The south side of the church has collapsed.
Reconstruction of the plan is difficult because it is irregular. The church has both a
transverse vault and a longitudinal ceiling. Possibly the plan of the church was adapted
to accommodate the properties of the rock, as an uncut seam intersects the junction of
the north and east walls.
It is not clear firom the archaeological evidence where the entrance to the church was
located. Possibly it was in the south wall, probably toward the west end.
3.
Interior
a)
architectural type
The church has a single naos and a single apse (orientation 45'').
The shape of the naos is irregular. Across the north west comer of the church the wall
is cut diagonally but the plan of the church is based on a rectangular shape.
There are also irregularities in the vaulting of the church. At the east end of the church
there is a transverse barrel vault, rising above a wide overhanging comice.The north
side of the church is covered with a ceiling which rises toward the west end of the
church. The junction of the vault and ceiling is marked by a diagonal seam of rock from
the north-east to the south-west comers of the church. The ceiling over the south side of
the church has been lost but it was probably flat and separated fi-om the ceiling on the
north side by the rock seam.
The apse arch is horseshoe shaped, oudined with an incised flat moulding. It rises
above slab cornices on the intrados. Its height is limited by the overhanging cornice
above which the barrel vault springs.
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b)
apsidal arrangement- east end arrangement (Plate 73.1)
The apse has a horseshoe plan with a vertical east wall.
The bema is three steps alx)ve the naos.
Low chancel slabs, which have been broken, frame the entrance to the apse (0.72m
wide).
The altar is attached to the centre of the back wall of the apse and surmounted by a
window. There is a shallow recessed panel carved into the front face of the altar.
In the south of the apse there is a low step, above which there is a round backed niche.
The step is too low to be a seat as suggested by Jolivet-L^vy [La peinture byzantine en
Cappadoce, II266].
The altar and both niches were painted as well as the walls and vault of the apse.
On the east wall of the naos, flanking the entrance to the apse, there are blind arched
niches, possibly seats.

c)
free-standing liturgical furniture
None.
d)
architectural features of lateral walls
There is a bench along the north wall, above which there is a flat backed niche at the
east end. The niche arch is horseshoe shaped, rising above small cornices on the
intrados. The keyhole shaped niche opening is outlined with an incised flat moulding.
The niche is not painted but on the wall to the west of the niche there is a panel painting
of a standing saint, Hagios Demetrios.
The entry to the church was probably located in the south wall.
e)
west wall ofnaos
There is a bench attached to the west wall. It is higher than the other benches in the
naos.
f)
narthex
None.
g)
ceiling/vault
TTie barrel vault rises above an overhanging cornice. There is a boss in the barrel vault,
located in front of the apse.
There is no cornice separating the ceiling and the naos walls.
h)
additional chambers (arcosolia/funerary chambers)
There is a number of chambers in the vicinity of the church. However, they are badly
damaged and their relationship to the church is not clear.
There are two floor graves in the west end of the church.
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Plate 73.1. Goreme 4b, view toward apse (1988)

74. GSreme 4c
Area: Goreme
[ArtsofCappadocia,

plan 4 Goreme 4c]

1.
Dating
Restle has attributed the paintings in the church to the second half of the tenth century
[Byzantine Wail Painting in Asia Minor, II plate 52]. Thierry has dated the painting to
the eleventh century [ArtsofCappadocia, 202].
While the free cross plan of the church may be found in churches attributed to either the
tenth or eleventh century, small churches such as Goreme 4c have closer counterparts
among tenth rather than eleventh century churches [for example Balkan Deresi II (cat.
13)].
2
Peculiarities of Facade (Plate 74.1)
The church is in an isolated cone at the end of a ridge.
The north west section of the naos has collapsed, opening a cross section of the dome
and south cross arm to view.
3.
Interior
a)
architectural type
The church has a free cross plan and a single apse (orientation 94").
There is a truncated dome on a flat drum over the crossing. The dome sits on top of a
flat ceiling and there are no pendentives. It is more accurate to describe the cross arms
as arched niches than barrel vaulted bays.
The arch of the south cross arm is horseshoe shaped and rises above a slab cornice at
the level of the slab cornice on the return walls of the naos. There is an incised flat
moulding on the front of the arch.
The apse arch is horseshoe shaped, springing above double roll cornices on the
intrados.
The height of the arches of the south arm and the apse is equal to the height of the
ceiling of the church.
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b)
apsidal arrangement- east end arrangement (Plate 74.2)
The apse is horseshoe shaped in plan. The apse arch is also horseshoe shaped. On the
front of the arch there is an incised flat moulding. The bema is hidden under soil which
has accumulated in the apse.
There are low chancel slabs.
The altar is attached to the centre of the back wall of the apse. The wall above the altar
has collapsed.
In the south comer of the apse there is a flat backed niche which may have been a seat.
In the north wall of the apse there is a small round backed niche which may be
secondary.
The naos cornice runs along the east wall.
c)
hee-standing liturgical furniture
None.
d)
architectural features of lateral walls (Plate 74.2)
There are few liturgical furnishings in the church.Benches which are usually attached to
the cross arms do not exnst in this church. In any case the size of the church would
probably restrict the use of the naos for seating.
e)
west wall of naos
This has been lost. The entrance into the church was probably located in the west wall.

0

narthex

None.
g)
ceiling/vault
TTie naos cornice is approximately 1.5m above the floor of the church.
The arched niches in the naos and the apse arch rise above comices. The dome sits in a
flat drum.
h)
additional chambers (arcosolia/funerary
None.

chambers)
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LOCATION
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Plate 74.1. Goreme 4c, exterior (1988)

Plate 74.2. Goreme 4c, apse (1988)

75. GOreme 5a
Area: Goreme
[Arts of Cappadocia, plan 4 Goreme 5a]
1. Dating
Goreme 5a has been incompletely documented. Although Restle briefly noted the
church, he published neither plans nor photographs which would assist in its
identification [Byzantine Wall Painting in Asia Minor, 1108]. Jolivet-Levy has included
the church in her corpus of churches [La peinture byzantine en Cappadoce, II268-269].
For its decoration she drew on Restle and adopted Thierry's dating of the church,
middle to the end of the tenth century [Arts of Cappadocia, 202].
Identification of the church described below as Goreme 5a rests upon its compatibility
with Restle's short description with two exceptions: the painting in the north cross arm
(a standing saint, cf. Restle: an angel) and in the north apse (no painting observed, cf.
Restle: enthroned Virgin and Child). Thierry's attribution is acceptable for the church
described below. The church below has been described by Schiemenz but he identified
it as 4d, an addition to the Arts of Cappadocia catalogue ['Felskapellen imGoreme-Tal,
Kappadokien. Die Yialnli-Gruppe und Sakli Kilise', IstanbulerMitteilungen 30 (1980)
316-317]. It is recommended that Schiemenz's number be abandoned.
2.
Peculiarities ofFaQade (Plate 75.1)
The church is in a single cone.
A rectangular doorway is roughly cut into the facade of the cone.
To the left of the doorway there is the opening to an arcosolium, framed by an incised
flat moulding.
The south apse, which has collapsed and through which the church can be entered, is to
the right of the doorway.
3.
Interior
a) architectural type
The church has a free cross plan and three apses (orientation 26"). The naos is
approximately 4.5m long x 3.5m wide.
TTie central apse is larger than the side apses. The south apse has been lost.
There is a dome over the crossing, which sits on aflatrimabove the pendentives.
The cross arms have barrel vaults, which rise above a slab cornice.
The apse arch is horseshoe shaped, rising above the capitals of short pilasters on the
chancel slabs.
Geometric decoration is painted on the faces of the arches, pendentives (Greek crosses),
vaults and dome.
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b)
apsidal arrangement- east end arrangement
Central apse (Plate 75.2)
The central apse is at the east end of the east arm of the church. It is horseshoe shaped
in plan. The apse arch is horseshoe shaped. The height of its crown is less than the
height of the vault of the east arm.
There are two steps from the naos to the bema, one of which is a bench along the east
wall. The bema is uneven and roughly carved.
The chancel slabs sit on the second step. The left hand slab is incompletely carved. This
may be because the slab has a vein of hard rock running through it. Stylized crosses are
painted on the faces and zig-zag decoration frames the slabs.
The altar is trapezoidal in shape and attached to the centre of the back wall of the apse.
On the face of the altar there is an incised rectangular panel. There is a hole in the face
of the altar through which a chamber can be seen, underneath the apse.
There is a channel across the bema to a circular aperture, at the base of the altar. Direct
contact between the apse and the chamber below would have been possible, if required,
and may have been associated with a commemorative function.

In the south comer of the apse there is a seat with an arm rest on the east side.
Between the seat and the altar there is a ledge of rock which does not appear to be
functional. This could be another vein of hard rock. The north side of the altar is also
incompletely excavated, with a ledge of rock attached to the altar.
North apse (Plate 75.3)
The north apse is in the east wall of the north arm of the church. The apse is horseshoe
shaped in plan. The apsidal arch is horseshoe shaped, rising above small slab comices.
The face of the arch is decorated with red paint. The apse opening is broken on the
right-hand side but was probably keyhole shaped.
The bema is one step above the naos floor.
Like the central apse altar, the altar in the north apse is trapezoidal in shape and attached
to the centre of the back wall. It also has ledges of rock on either side of the altar table.
In the south comer there was a flat backed niche which has broken. This was shallow
and probably not a seat.
South apse
The south apse has collapsed.
c)
free-standing liturgical furniture
None.
d)
architectural features of lateral walls
A flat slab moulding runs along all return walls of the naos.
On the north wall of the north arm there is a bench. It is probable that there was a bench
on the south wall of the south arm.
e)
west wall of naos
The doorway into the church (0.84m wide) is in the west wall and surmounted by two
small blind keyhole shaped niches. These are roughly carved even though they were
presumably decorative rather than functional.
f)
None.

narthex

g)
ceiling/ vault
The dome over the crossing is truncated.
The retum walls of the cross arms, including the east cross arm, have slab cornices
above which the barrel vaults rise.
h)
additional chambers (arcosolia/funerary
chambers)
To the left of the doorway into the church there is an arcosolium, the vault of which
rises above a roll comice. On the back wall there is a large Greek cross, lightly incised
and outlined in red paint.
There is a chamber below the apse which can be seen through the altar. Direct contact
between the apse and the chamber below could have taken place through the circular
aperture in the bema.
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Plate 75.1. Goreme 5a, exterior (1986)

Plate 75.2. Goreme 5a, central apse (1988)

Plate 75.3. Goreme 5a, nonh apse (1988)

76. GOreme 6
Area: Goreme
[Arts of Cappadocia, plan 4 Goreme no. 6]
Since Jerphanion's visit to the site, the church has collapsed with the exception of the
north wall and a section of the west wall of the naos. Without a ladder, access to the
church is difficult. The following catalogue is compiled from my observations in the
field, together with the descriptions and plates compiled by Jerphanion [Les eglises
rupestresde Cappadoce, I i 95-112; plates 28-33] and Restle [Byzantine Wall Painting
in Asia Minor, 1109-110; H plates 53-56].
1.
Dating
Jerphanion described the decoration in Goreme 6 as archaic and dated the painting to
the beginning of the tenth century [Les eglises rupestres de Cappadoce, 1195-112],
Restle drew analogies with manuscript illuminations [Paris, BN. Cod. gr. 510; Athens,
National Library Cod. 210 and Vatican, Vaticanusgr. 1522] and attributed the
decoration to the second half of the tenth century.
2.
Peculiarities ofFacade
There was a single doorway into the church.
3.
Interior
a)
architectural type
The church had a transverse barrel vaulted naos with three apses opening from the east
wall (orientation-45").
The barrel vault sprang above a slab cornice.
b) apse arrangement-east end arrangement
"ITiere were three horseshoe shaped apses, each of which (according to Jerphanion's
plan) had an altar attached to the east wall. In his plan, Restle has shown a round
backed niche above the altar in the central apse [Byzantine Wall Painting in Asia Minor,
II plan Vni, reproduced as fig. 76.1].
Each bema was one step above the naos floor.
c)
free-standing liturgical furniture
None.
d)
architectural features of lateral walls (Plate 76.1)
At the east end of the north wall there is a flat backed niche. The arch of the niche is
wide. There are no cornices on the intrados.
There are arched niches on the north and west walls in the surviving north section of
the church. Restle has shown similar niches on the south side. These were probably
seats.
The arch of the wider niche on the north wall is horseshoe shaped, rising above a slab
cornice. The face of the arch has an incised flat moulding. Painted on the back wall of
the niche is The Crucifixion .
e)
west wall of naos (Plate 76.1)
Flanking the doorway, there were two blind arched niches in the west wall, one of
which has survived. It is likely that these were also seats.
The arch of the niche is horseshoe shaped, rising above a slab cornice. The niche
opening is keyhole shaped. The face of the arch has an incised flat moulding.

f)
narthex
None. However, Jerphanion observed that the narthex had collapsed before he
investigated the church.
g)
ceiling/vault
The barrel vault rises above a slab cornice.
There is also a slab cornice on the north wall, dividing a lunette from the naos wall
below.
h)
additional chambers (arcosolia/funerary chambers)
None.
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Plate 76.1. Goreme 6, exterior (1986)

77. GOreme 6a
Area: Goreme
[ylrts of Cappadocia, plan 4 Goreme no. 6a]
1.
Dating
Restle has attributed the painting in the church to 930-940, after the painting in Goreme
7 Tokah Kilise Old Church [Byzantine Wall Painting in Asia Minor, 127]. Schiemenz
['Eine unbekannte Felsenkirche in Goreme', BZ59 (1966) 307-333] and Thierry
['Quelques eglises inedites en Cappadoce', Journal des Savants (1965) 627] have
identified the painting as archaic, attributing it to the tenth century.
2.
Peculiarities of Facade
The fagade has been lost. Only the south wall of the south arm of the church has
survived.
In his plan, Restle has shown a single doorway in the west wall of the west arm of the
church [Byzantine Wall Painting in Asia Minor, n plan IX reproduced as fig. 77.1].
3.
Interior
a)
architectural type
Restle has suggested that the church had a free cross plan with a truncated east arm and
a single apse, opening directly from the central bay (orientation 45®) [Byzantine Wall
Painting in Asia Minor, 11 plan IX]. There was probably a dome over the crossing and
barrel vaults over the comer bays.
b)
apse arrangement-east end arrangement
The apse has been lost.
c)
ceiling/vault (Plate 77.1)
There is a boss in the centre of the vault of the south arm and it is likely that bosses also
existed in the vaults of the north and west arms of the naos.
There is a slab cornice along the lateral walls of the south arm above which the vault
rises. A slab cornice on the end wall divides a lunette from the naos wall. There is a
second cornice on the end wall between the wall and the vault.
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78. GOreme 6b
Area: Goreme
[Arts of Cappadocia, plan 4 Goreme no. 6b]
1.
Dating
Thierry has tentatively dated the church in the tenth century [Arts of Cappadocia, 202],
There is little evidence by which the church may be dated but the engaged half columns,
which flank the entrance to the apse, could support an earlier date for the excavation of
the church. However, as the structures in the vicinity are attributed to the tenth century a
similar period is likely for Goreme 6b.
2.
Peculiarities ofFagade (Plate 78.1)
The church is excavated in an isolated rock cone. Below the church at ground level
there is a large chamber, which at present provides a tunnel underneath the church. The
west wall of the church has collapsed.
It is likely that there was a doorway in the west wall of the church. It is no longer
possible to determine whether there was a direct connection between the church and the
chamber underneath.
3.
Interior
a)
architectural type
The church has a single naos (orientation 124") and a single apse. The flat ceiling over
the naos has a boss at its centre and is decorated with a relief Greek cross.
The apse arch is horseshoe shaped. The face of the arch has a slab moulding, painted
with a geometric ornament. The arch springs directly from the intrados.
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b)
apse arrangement- east end arrangement (Plate 78.2)
The apse is horseshoe shaped in plan and the apse arch is horseshoe shaped. On the
east wall of the naos there is a slab cornice, the point from which the apse arch springs.
The crown of the arch meets the cornice on the east wall.
There is no apse screen but engaged half columns with slab capitals and rectangular
bases frame the entrance to the apse.
The bema is two steps above the naos floor. The upper step is a bench along the chord
of the apse.
The altar is attached to the centre of the back wall.
There is a bench on the south side of the apse.
Adjacent to the apse at the north end of the east wall, there is a small flat backed niche
located above the end of the bench along the north wall.
c)
free-standing liturgical furniture
None.
d)
architectural features of lateral walls (Plates 78.2, 78.3)
Benches are attached to the north and south walls. They have been eroded.
There are three arcosolia in the lateral walls, two in the south and one in the north wall.
Since the arcosolia behind the benches would have made the benches impractical as
seats, the arcosolia could be secondary.

ej
west wall of naos
This has been lost.
f)
narthex
None.
g)
ceiling/vault
The flat ceiling, divided into four compartments by the sculptural decoration, has a boss
at its centre.
The ceiling sits on a two step slab cornice.
h)
additional chambers (aicosolia/funerary chambers) (Plate 78.1)
There are three arcosolia in the walls and six graves in the naos floor. Each of the floor
graves has a rim which could have supported a lid.
There is a chamber below the church. However, as it has no furnishings of any kind it
is not possible to determine its function or if it was contemporary with the church.
To the north of the church there is a rectangular doorway into another chamber.
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Chartof Liturgical Furnishings

Goreme 6b

LOCATION
Goreme 6b
apse

NICHE/BENCH:H/W/D
APSE:CH/D A L T A R : H / W / D SCREEN:H/W/D
S bench 0.45/1.09/0.37
attached
1.27/1.5
engaged 1/2 col.
0,9/0.7/0.6
0.99/0.17/0.15
bema 0.33
= 2 steps=1 bench

naosE wall
Nend

niche fl/b 0.68 ab.bench/
0.42/0.51/0.2

naos N & S
walls

3 arcosolia ab. benches/
1.3/1.65/0.5

naos 3.75L x 2.7W

Plate 78.1. Goreme 6b, exterior (1988)

Plate 78.2. Goreme 6b, apse and north wall (1988)

Plate 78.3. Goreme 6b, naos and south wall (1988)

79. Gfiremc 7, Tokali Kilise, Buckle Church
Area: Goreme
[Arts of Cappadocia, plan 4 Goreme no. 7]

The church is a complex of churches, the Lower Church, the Old Church which is
preceded by a vestibule, the New Church and the Parekklesion, each of which will be
separately discussed, following consideration of the chronology of the church and an
introduction to its site.
1.
Dating
The suggestion of a relationship between the painting of the Pigeon House Church
Cavujin and Tokali Kilise was made by Jerphanion [Les eglises nipestres de
Cappadoce, I ii 544-548]. His proposal that the painting in the New Church could be
attributed to 963-964, preceding the painting of 964-965 in the Cavujin church has
almost unanimous support of other scholars [Cormack, 'Byzantine Cappadocia: The
Archaic Group of Wall-Paintings', JBAA 30 (1967) 19-36; Epstein, 'Rock-cut chapels
in Goreme Valley, Cappadocia: The Yilanh Group and the Column Churches', CArch
24 (1975) 124-126; id., Tokah Kilise, 29-32; Jolivet-Levy, La peinture byzantine en
Cappadoce, II278 attributed the decoration to 950-960; Rodley, 'The Pigeon House
Church, Cavufin', JOB 33 (1983) 329-339; Thierry, Haut moyen-age en Cappadoce, 1
51-55]. In a recent review TTiierry has proposed that the decoration of the New Church
was in fact undertaken by the Phokades, who decorated the Pigeon House Church and
whose names, she suggested, were recorded in an inscription in the New Church [see
her review of Epstein, TokaliKilise, in Cahiersde Civilisation MMevaIe31 (1988) 6971], The opposite position, that the decoration of the New Church may be attributed to
the end of the tenth century, following that in the Pigeon House Church Cavujin has
been put by Lafontaine-Dosogne ['Nouvelles notes cappadociennes', Byz 33 (1963)
129-133] andRestle [Byzantine Wall Painting in Asia Minor, 133-37].
Jerphanion suggested that the painting in the Old Church belongs to the archaic cycle of
decoration and he proposed the church was painted from the beginning to the middle of
the tenth century [Les eglises rupestres de Cappadoce, II ii 415-416].
In accordance with other scholars, Rodley has drawn comparisons between the
paintings in the Old Church and Gullu Dere IV, which is dated by inscription (913920). She has suggested a similar date for the painting of the Old Church [Cave
Monasteries in Byzantine Cappadocia, 220-222]. The paintings in the vestibule, which
Rodley suggested was an enlargement of a small narthex at the west end of the Old
Church, are different from those in the naos of the Old Church but they are stylistically
closer to the paintings of the Old rather than the New Church. Therefore Rodley has
suggested that the enlargement of the narthex occurred soon after the painting of the Old
Church (second quarter of the tenth century?). The third phase in the sequence of
excavations presented by Rodley is the excavation of the New Church. Rodley has
proposed that the first thing the masons carved was the niche at the east end of the north
wall of the Old Church followed by the New Church and the Parekklesion, which were
excavated and painted by 963-4. Finally, because of the architectural parallels between
the apse organization of the New Church and the Lower Church and the absence of a
tradition of underground excavations in Cappadocia, Rodley suggested that these
structures were contemporary, echoing an opinion which was put by Restle [Byzantine
Wall Painting in Asia Minor, 123-26,111-112]. Jerphanion made no comment about
the Lower Church because when he inspected the site, the Lower Church was full of
debris and he was unaware of its existence. It was not cleared until 1959.
Epstein's attributions are more generalized. Furthermore, concerning the question ot the
excavation of the Lower Church, there is a point of difference between her argument

and Rodley's chronology [Tokali Kilise, 1-13]. Epstein has suggested that the Lower
Church was thefirstchurch to be excavated on the site and has dated it accordingly, in
the ninth century. For the plan of the Lower Church, she looked at Cappadocian
parallels, such as Belli Kilise Soganli Dere. However, she turned to Syrian models for
the New Church (Mar Yakub Salah). Nevertheless, Epstein's suggestion that the Lower
Church was the first church ignores the obvious allegiance which its architectural plan
has to the New Church. As far as the other excavations are concerned, Epstein's
sequence is generally in accordance with Rodley's.
2. Peculiarities of Facade (Plates 79.1, 79.3)
The road through the Goreme rock-cut churches runs past the entrance to Tokah Kilise.
Security measures such as an arched entrance, masonry walls and lockable door, have
destroyed part of the entrance. However, examination of a photograph taken in 1925 by
Jerphanion, before the re-routing of the road, shows that the facade was already
damaged [Les ^glises nipesbes de Cappadoce, plate 62 reproduced as plate 79.3].
Indeed, scholars who have considered the sequence of excavations of the monument
have suggested that the entrance of the Old Church was destroyed when the vestibule
was enlarged at the west end of the church.
The arch between the Old Church and the vestibule is wide. The entrance into the
vestibule has been destroyed and is bricked up with masonry.
3. Interior
Tokah Kilise is the largest church in the Goreme area.
a) architectural type
i-The Old Church
The Old Church has a single naos (orientation 52°) which it is presumed had a single
apse. (See (b) below.) At the west end of the Old Church there is a barrel vaulted
vestibule from which two chambers open.
The Old Church has a longitudinal barrel vault whichrisesabove an overhanging
cornice. Both the vestibule arch and the apse arch are wide,risingabove double roll
capitals on pilasters. There is a niche carved into the north side of the pilaster on the
north intrados of the apse arch.
The floor of the naos has been lowered. Beneath the apse arch there is a hole in the
floor of the naos, through which the central bay of the apse passageway of the Lower
Church can be seen.
There are steps in the north west comer, leading to the Lower Church.
ii-The New Church
The New Church has a transverse barrel vaulted naos and three apses (orientation 68").
The naos of the Old Church forms the west arm of the New Church which together are
T-shaped.
The vault is articulated by two transverseribswhich divide it into three compartments.
Itrisesabove an overhanging cornice.
Along the east wall there is afivearched arcade behind which there is an apse
passageway and three apses. The passageway and apses are at the same level, 0.8m
above the naos floor. There is aflatceiling over the passageway.
Each apse has a tall horseshoe shaped apse arch,risingabove cornices.
Hi- The Parekklesion
The naos of the Parekklesion is one step above the naos of the New Church and
separated from it by a six arched arcade.
The Parekklesion has a single naos, with a longitudinal barrel vault,risingabove an
overhanging cornice. There is a single apse (orientation 82").
The apse arch is horseshoe shaped,risingalxjve capitals on pilasters.
iv-The Lower Church

Steps from the north west comer of the Old Church lead to a landing from which a
square chamber opens on the right hand side. The doorway into the Lower Church is at
the east end of the landing. Above the doorway there is a horseshoe shaped tympanum.
There are four steps from the landing to the naos floor.
The Lower Church has three aisles (orientation 50°). Three arched arcades each carried
on two columns (modem replacements) and two pilasters, separate the central aisle
from the side aisles. There is a barrel vault over the central aisle and flat ceilings
covering the side aisles.
Along the east wall there is a three arched arcade behind which there is an apse
passageway, separating the apses from the aisles. The passageway is divided into three
by two transverse horseshoe shaped arches, forming keyhole shaped openings along
the passageway. There is a flat ceiling over the passageway which is the same height
above the naos floor as the apses.
There are three apses, each of which has a tall horseshoe shaped apse arch, rising above
slab cornices.
b)
apse arrangement- east end arrangement
i. The Old Church (Plates 79.2, 79.3 are reproduced from Jerphanion plates 62.1, 62.2)
The east end of the Old Church was largely destroyed when the New Church was
excavated.
Jerphanion suggested that a single apse was set symmetrically in the east wall [Les
6glises mpestres de Cappadoce, I i fig. 33].
Epstein has proposed that the apse opening was displaced toward the north end of the
east wall and a keyhole shaped niche was cut into the south end. She suggested that the
apse had an attached altar in the east wall and a seat in the south comer [ Tokah Kilise
figs. 4,5. Fig. 4, reproduced as fig. 79.1]. The plan shows a flat backed niche in the
north wall but omits the seat in the south comer. While the asymmetrical apse
arrangement may be consistent with the irregular and asymmetrical naos of the Old
Church and the furnishings typical of many nearby churches, there is no tradition in
Cappadocian churches for a single niche to be placed to the south of the apse, although
there are examples of niches north of the apse. Epstein's suggestion that a 'prothesis
niche' is found south of the apse in Goreme 1 cannot be supported by archaeological
evidence (see cat. 64).
Resde suggested that the Old Church had an apse arrangement like the New Church,
with an arcaded transverse passageway, separating the bema and one or more apses
from the naos. According to this arrangement, the niche in the north intrados of the apse
arch was located in the north wall of the passageway, like the niche in the apse
passageway of the New Church.
What does remain of the apse arrangement in the Old Church is an arch which rises
above pilaster capitals. It is skewed wide on the north side and horseshoe shaped on the
south side. A decorated niche is carved into the north side of the north intrados of the
arch. Even though the floor of the naos has been lowered, it is difficult to imagine a
function for a niche located in this position, just below the pilaster capitals on the
intrados. Rodley suggested that the niche had no logical purpose in either the Old or the
New Church and it was carved as a matter of whim by the masons who excavated the
New Church [see Ca ve Monasteries of Byzantine Cappadocia, 221].
Four wide grooves are carved into the intrados, two on each side of the opening. The
upper two cut through the capitals (1.4m above the naos floor on the south side, 1 ^m
on the north side). The lower two grooves are below the original floor level. Because of
this, the grooves are likely to be later excavations and not associated with an apse
screen.
ii- The New Church (Plate 79.4)

There are three apses in the New Church. Each is horseshoe shaped in plan and has a
horseshoe shaped apse arch, rising above cornices. Each apse has a slab cornice around
the wall at the same height as the cornices on the intrados. Each apse has chancel slabs
framing the entrance to the apse. The slabs are carefully carved on rectangular bases and
have chamfered tops and incised rectangular panels, facing the apse passageway.
The comer seats in each apse are carved with armrests, backrests and finials; some of
the ornamental finials have been damaged.
An apsidal passageway separates the apses from the naos.
Central apse (Plates 79.5, 79.6, 79.7)
The bema is three steps above the naos floor.
In the north and south comers of the apse there are seats.
In the centre of the east wall of the apse there is a seat, or cathedra, two steps above the
bema. Above the seat there is a keyhole shaped niche which is a backrest.
A ledge runs around the apse wall between the comer seats and the cathedra. This is too
narrow and too high to be a synthronon as suggested by Cave [The Byzantine Wall
Paintings ofKiliQlarKilise: Aspects of Monumental Decoration in Cappadocia,
(unpublished PhD dissertation, Pennsylvania 1984) 10]. The cathedra sits in the ledge
and not behind as indicated in the plans by Epstein, Restle or Rodley. Jerphanion
excluded the ledge from his plan.
North apse (Plates 79.8, 79.9)
The bema is three steps above the naos floor.
There is a seat in the south comer of the apse.
South apse (Plates 79.10, 79.11)
The bema is three steps above the naos floor.
There is a seat in the south comer of the apse.
Apsidal Passageway (Plates 79.12, 79.13)
The floor of the apse passageway is the same level as the bema of each apse.
In the east wall of the passageway between the apses there are two round backed
niches.
In the north wall at one end of the passageway there is a flat backed niche above a
narrow ledge. At the opposite end of the passageway there is a narrow ledge but no
niche [cf. Epstein, fig. 6 reproduced as fig. 79.2],
East-end arrangement (Plate 79.4)
The east wall of the naos has a five arched arcade, dividing the apse passageway from
the naos space. Between the end and central arches there are steps, leading up to the
passageway and the apses. Between the other two arches there are chancel slabs above
which the apse passageway niches are visible. The chancel slabs sit behind a ledge.
The east wall arcade is carried on four piers. At the foot of each pier there is a seat with
armrests and a backrest. There are benches below the chancel slabs between each pair
of seats [not recessed behind the seats, cf. Epstein, fig. 6].
Chatzidakis has identified the arched arcade as an 'ikonostasis' [see 'Ikonostasis', RBK,
in 326-353]. This question is discussed in the text, see chapter four.
Hi- The Parekklesion (Plates 79.16, 79.17)
There is a single apse which is horseshoe shaped in plan. The apse arch is also
horseshoe shaped, rising above cornices on the intrados which are at the same height as
the comice on the wall of the apse.
The bema is two steps above the naos floor, one of which is cut into a bench along the
east wall.
The altar is attached to the centre of the back wall of the apse. Above the altar there is a
small keyhole shaped flat backed niche.
There is a seat in the south comer of the apse. It has an armrest on the east side. The
backrest is in shallow relief and finials are drawn in paint on the wall of the apse. A

short ledge, approximately the same height as the seat, connects the east side of the seat
to the altar [cf. Rodley, fig. 42a reproduced as fig. 79.3].
Each chancel slab is carefully carved on a rectangular base and has a chamfered top on
which there is a broken knob of rock. This may have been a decorative finial on each
chancel slab. An alternative arrangement would have been a column on each chancel
slab surmounted by an entablature. However, there are no marks on the intrados to
show that an entablature existed,
iv- The Lower Church (Plate 79.18)
There are three apses in the Lower Church separated from the naos by an apsidal
passageway. Each bema is the same level as the apsidal passageway, which is two steps
above the naos floor.
Each apse is horseshoe shaped in plan. The apse arches are also horseshoe shaped and
are not high (central apse arch 2.03m high, north^pse arch 1.76m high and south apse
arch 1.82m high). There are no chancel slabs; the arches rise directly above small
cornices.
Each apse has a trapezoidal shaped altar attached to the centre of the back wall and a
seat in the south comer of the apse.
Central apse
The seat in the south side of the central apse is surmounted by a keyhole shaped niche
and has an arm rest on the east side.
There is a flat backed niche above the altar [omitted from Epstein's plan, fig. 3].
North apse
There may have been an armrest on the seat in the north apse but the seat is too eroded
to be sure.
There is a short ledge between the seat and the altar. [The ledge is found only in the
north apse, cf. Epstein's plan (fig. 3) shows ledges flanking the altar in the south apse.]
Apsidal passageway
There are two transverse horseshoe shaped arches dividing the passageway.
There is a flat backed niche in the north wall.
The passageway and the apses are the same height above the naos floor.
Ea St- wall arrangemen t
The east wall of the naos has a three arched arcade, dividing the apse passageway from
the naos space. The arcade is carried on two T-shaped abutments. The arcade arches are
horseshoe shaped, rising above small cornices.
Steps leading to the passageway and the apses are located in each of the openings,
which are keyhole shaped.
The upper step from the naos through the central arch is a bench between the
abutments, at each end of which there is an eroded seat [the seats are omitted from the
plan by Epstein, fig. 3].
c)
free-standing liturgical furniture (Plates 79.6, 79.8, 79.10)
Only the New Church has free-standing liturgical furniture.
In each of the three apses the altar is free-standing. Each altar is carefully carved to
resemble a chamfered table top on a pedestal.
d)
architectural features of lateral walls
i- The Old Church (Plates 79.2, 79,3)
Benches, which have been re-shaped and are eroded, are attached to the lateral walls of
the church. By examining the benches it can be seen that during the enlargement of
Tokah Kilise the floor of the naos was lowered, possibly by as much as one metre. At
the east end of the south wall there is a ledge which Epstein has identified as a font
[TokaliKilise ,9].
a- The New Church (Plates 79.14, 79.15)

There is a blind five arched arcade on the south wall of the naos. The horseshoe shaped
arches spring from capitals on piers with rectangular bases which sit on a stylobate.
Between the piers there are five seats.
There is a six arched arcade on the north wall, separating the naos of the New Church
from the Parekklesion. Two arches at each end of the arcade are closed with vertical
slabs. [Rodley's description of the arcade is incorrect, Cave Monasteries of Byzantine
Cappadocia, 216.] The two central arches are open. The bases of the piers also sit on a
stylobate. Between the piers there are four seats and two doorways.
Four piers carry the east wall arcade. Compared with the other piers, the east wall piers
are carved and painted more decoratively with bevelled edges and paint which stresses
the vertical thrusts carried by them.
Hi- The Parekklesion
There is a blind four arched arcade on the north wall of the Parekklesion. The
horseshoe shaped arches spring from capitals on engaged piers. There is no
demarcation of the bases of the piers and no stylobate. Benches across three of the
arches form seats. The fourth arched niche, at the east end of the north wall, is
differently carved, with a flat backed niche cut into the wall above the bench.
The south wall divides the Parekklesion from the New Church. It is described above
(see (d)-ii).
iv- The Lower Church
There are benches along the north wall of the north aisle and south wall of the south
aisle. In the north wall there are two arcosolia carved behind the bench. The arcosolium
at the west end is deep and the grave cut at the back of the chamber. There is a boss in
the vault.
In the south west comer of the south aisle there is a font.
e)
west wall of naos
i- The Old Church (Plate 79.3)
There is a wide arch separating the Old Church from the vestibule.
ii- The New Church
The apse arch of the Old Church is in the centre of the west wall of the New Church.
On either side, along the west wall there are blind two arched arcades. These are carved
in a similar manner to the arcade on the south wall, with a stylobate forming four seats,
two each side of the entrance.
Hi- The Parekklesion
There is a blind two arched arcade on the west wall, which is similar to the arcade on
the north wall of the Parekklesion, ie. without a bench in front of it. Benches across the
arches form two seats.
IV- The Lower Church
There is a bench along the west wall of the Lower Church interrupted by two pilasters
from which spring the longitudinal arcades separating the aisles. In the centre of the
bench along the west wall of the central aisle there are steps leading into the church.
f)
narthex
It is likely that the vestibule at the west end of the Old Church functioned as a narthex.
Epstein has suggested that the vestibule is the original narthex of the church, although it
could not have been separated from the naos in the usual manner [TokahKilise, 5].
Rodley has suggested that there was a small narthex at the west end of the church,
which was then enlarged to form the vestibule [Cave Monasteries in Byzantine
Cappadocia, 220].
g)
ceiling/vault
i- The Old Church (Plate 79.3)

The longitudinal barrel vault rises above an overhanging cornice.
a- The New Church (Plates 79.14, 79.15)
There are three cornice levels in the naos of the New Church.
The first and second cornices are on the four walls of the naos.
On the north and south walls the two cornices above the arcades divide rectangular
freize bands from the lunettes above.
The highest cornice marks the point from which the barrel vault springs and the height
of the east wall arcade.
The second cornice marks the point from which the arches of the east wall arcade
spring and the height of the arcades on the north, south and west walls.
T^e lowest cornice is on the intrados of the arches of the arcades on the north, south
and west walls and marks the springing of the arches of the arcades.
The vault is divided into three compartments by transverse ribs. The two outer
compartments have bosses. A boss in the central compartment was removed before the
vault was painted.
in- The Parekklesion (Plate 79.16)
The longitudinal barrel vault rises above an overhanging cornice. The cornice is higher
than the capitals above which the apse and arcade arches rise.
iv- The Lower Church
The barrel vault over the central aisle rises from a stepped cornice. The cornice is higher
than the capitals above which the apse and arcade arches rise.
There are flat ceilings over the side aisles and side bays of the apse passageway. There
is a grill in the central bay of the passageway, blocking the hole in the naos floor of the
Old Church, but the ceiling was probably flat. [Epstein has indicated a dome over the
central bay, fig. 3. There appears insufficient height for a dome to have been cut.]
h)
additional chambers (arcosolia/funerary chambers)
There are two chambers which open from the vestibule [cf. Restle, plan X; Rodley fig.
42]. One chamber opens from the Lower Church.
The Vestibule
There is an irregularly shaped chamber which opens from the left hand side of the
vestibule alongside which in the north wall of the vestibule, there is a flat backed niche.
The chamber is three steps above the vestibule floor.
Opening from the right hand side of the vestibule there is another chamber. It seems
most likely that it was a secondary excavation.
The Lower Church
The Lower Church has arcosolia in the north wall and a floor grave in the north west
end of the central aisle of the church.
The steps from the north west comer of the Old Church to the Lower Church terminate
in a roughly rectangular landing. A square chamber covered with aflatceiling opens
from the right hand side of the landing. The doorway into the chamber is surmounted
by a horseshoe shaped arch. There are three blind keyhole shaped niches in the east and
west walls of the chamber and two graves cut in the floor on the south side of the
chamber. The square chamber was probably a funerary chamber.
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Chart 79-i.

Chart of Liturgical Furnishings

Goreme 7, Tokali Kilise, Old Church

LOCATION
GOreme 7
Old Church
naos apse
arch
naos
N&S walls
naos
W wall
naos
vestibule N
wall

NICHE/BENCH:H/W/D
APSE:CH/D A L T A R : H / W / D SCREEN:H/W/D
?E wall niche
?attached
?1 apse
?low
?3 apses
N intrados niche r/b
benches

0.47/7U0.37

arch between naos +
vestibule (narthex?)
NW steps to Lower Church
SB font?
door to chamber 3 steps ab.
floor+niche fl/b nr door

Chart 79-ii.

Chart of Liturgical

Furnishings

Goreme 7, Tokali Kilise, New Church

APSE:CH/D A L T A R : H / W / D SCREEN:M/W/D
LOCATIONi
N1CHE/BENCH:H/W/D
C seat=cathedra 2 steps ab.
2.77/2.83
low slabs
Gorsme 7
f/s
bema/ 0.73/0.61/0.39
0.78/0.88/0.94
0.92/0.74/0.27
NewChurch
C apse

C niche fl/b=backrest 0.73
ab. bema/1.19/0.67/0.39

chamfered table

base under slab
0.31H/0.75W

N seat c arm-ftsackrests 0.47
(tot.0.6)/0.51(0.78 )/0.42

panel 0.7H x
0.51W

S seat c arm+backrests 0.48
(tot.0.63)/0.6(0.87)/0.42

bema 0.8
=3steps

N ledgel.04/2.5/0.12
S ledgel.04/2.2/0.12
Napse
0.48

S seat c arm^fbackrests
(tot.0.68)/0.54(0.9)/0.4

1.87/2.87

f/s
7/0.65/0.81

low slabs
0.8/0.35/0.33

chamfered table

hasA under slab
0.45/0.54/0.88
recessed panel on
slab face
bema 0.8 =3steps

S apse

S seat c arm+backrests
0.51 (-0.7)/0.48(0.85)/0.33

1.95/2.71

f/s
0.9/0.87/0.93

low slabs
0.85/0.53/0.31

chamfered table

base under slab
0.43/0.5/0.56
recessed panel on
slab face
bema 0.8
=3steps

apsidal
passage

E wall N niche r/b 1.0 ab.
bema/ 0.88/0.81/0.73

-1 W
(irregular)

Vscreen

E wall S niche r/b 1.01 ab.
bema/ 0.76/0.85/0.67
N wall niche fl/b 1.04 ab.
bema /0.6/0.67/0.39
S wall ledge 0.45H
naos
E wall

5-arched arcade <3 sets
steps .i'4seats+2benches
4 seats c arm+backrests
~0.5(tot.0.7)/-0.5(0.8)/-0.4
benches bet. pairs of seats
-0.S/-2/-O.5

naos
N wall

6-arched arcade c bench
=4 seats+2doors

naos
S wall

5-arched arcade c bench
=5 seats

naos W
wall

2 X 2-arched arcade c bench
4 seats+door(arched)
arcade seats -0.5H/-0.50

3 X 3steps naos to
bema 0.8H

Chart 79-iii.

Chart of Liturgical

Furnishings

Goreme 7, Tokali Kilise, Parekklesion

LOCATION
NICHE/BENCH:H/W/D
APSE:CH/D A L T A R : H / W / D SCREEN:H/W/D
C niche fl/b ab. altar k/hole
GOreme 7
attached -0.9
low slabs-i1.49/1.55
/ - 0 . 6 3 / 0 . 6 5 b a s e l .0/0.4/0.26
Parekkles.
0.47/0.22/0.11
apse

S seat c arm+backrests 0.41
(tot. 0.6)/0.53(0.68)/0.33

bema~0.45
=2steps=l bench

ledge bet. seat and altar
0.43/0.13/0.24
naos
N wall

4-arched arcade
= 1 niche ab. bench + 3 seats
E end niche fl/b 0.74 ab.
bench/0.55/0.57/0.33

naos
S wall

5-arched arcade
= 2/3seats + 2 doors

naos
W wall

2-arched arcade
= 2 seats
arcade seals ~0.5H/~0.5D

naos 1 step ab.
naos of New Ch.

Chart 79-iv.

Chart of Liturgical

Furnishings

Goreme 7, Tokali Kilise, Lower Church

LOCATION
GOreme 7
Lower Ch.

NICHE/BENCH:H/W/D
APSE:CH/D A L T A R : H / W / D SCREEN:H/W/D
none
C niche fl/b -0.25 ab.
1.04/1.6 attached 0.94/
0.6-0.78/0.62
cornice ~1H
altar/-0.45/0.55/-0.2

C apse

S seat c arm+backrests
0.56 (tot.0.96)/0.5/0.37

N apse

S seat (?armrest) 0.58/0.51
/0.33 ledge bet. seat & altar

S apse

apsidal
passage
naos
E wall

S seat 0.59/~0.55/0.32

0.93/1.5

0.99/1.45

trapezoidal

bema -0.48
= 2 steps=1 bench

attached 0.81
/O.51-0.71/0.64

none
cornice ~1H

trapezoidal

bema -0.48
= 2 steps

attached 0.85
/0.56-0.9/0.7

none
cornice - 1 H

trapezoidal

bema -0.48
= 2 steps

N niche fl/b 1.04 ab. bema/
0.61/0.69/0.33
3-arched arcade = 3 sets
steps+ 2 seats+1 bench

C aisle
E wall

seats ~0.48H
bench ~0.5H

N aisle
N wall

bench 0.46H/0.23D
E end A/S 1.76W/0.63D
W end A/S 1.76W/1.06D

S aisle

SW font 1.16H/ 0.88 diam.
S wall bench 0.46H/0.23D

naos
3.45L X 4.68W

naos
W wall

bench 0.46H/0.23D
door 1.56/0.7/0.45

landing to naos
-0.7= 4 steps

funerary
chamber

E&W walls ea. 3 k/hole
niches+ 2 floor graves

1.9L

chamber
X 1.95W

Plate 79.1. Goreme 7, Tokali Kilise, exterior (1988)

Plate 79.2. Goreme 7, Tokali Kilise, Old Church, view to east [after Jerphanion]

Plate 79.3. Goreme 7, Tokali Kilise, Old Church, view to west [after Jerphanion]

Plate 79.4. Goreme 7, Tokali Kilise, New Church, view to east wall (1986)

Plate 79.5. Goreme 7, Tokali Kilise, New Church, central apse (1986)

Plate 79.6. Goreme 7, Tokali Kilise, New Church, central apse, cathedra and altar
(1986)

Plate 79.7. Goreme 7, Tokah Kilise, New Church, central apse, south seat (1986)

Plate 79.8. Goreme 7, Tokah Kilise, New Church, north apse (1986)

Plate 79.9. Goreme 7, Tokali Kilise, New Church, north apse, south seat (1986)

Plate 79.10. Goreme 7, Tokali Kilise, New Church, south apse (1986)

Plate 7 9 . 1 1 . Goreme 7, Tokali Kilise, New Church, south apse, south seat (1986)

Plate 79.12. Goreme 7, Tokali Kilise, New Church, apse passageway, view to north
wall (1986)

Plate 79.13. Goreme 7, Tokali Kilise, New Church, apse passageway, view to south
wall (1986)

Plate 79.14. Goreme 7, Tokali Kilise, New Church, north wall, view toward
Parekklesion (1986)

Plate 79.15. Goreme 7, Tokali Kilise, New Church, south wall (1986)

Plate 79.16. Goreme 7, Tokali Kilise, Parekklesion, apse (1986)

Plate 79.17. Goreme 7, Tokali Kilise, Parekklesion, apse, south seat (1986)
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Plate 79.18. Goreme 7, Tokali Kilise, Lower Church, naos, view to central apse (1986)

80. GOreme 7a, Little Tokali Kilise

Area: Goreme

Goreme 7a is described as 'a few hundred metres to the west' of Goreme 7. However,
this instruction proved inadequate and I was unable to locate the church. It has been
incompletely recorded by Epstein [roJta/iKjVise 12, figs. 121, 122].
1.
Dating
In her discussion of Goreme 7 Tokali Kilise, Epstein referred to the impact of the
architectural plan of the New Church and cited Goreme 7a as one church which was
based on the prototype. She has suggested that the eleventh century may be an
appropriate date for Goreme 7a, after the painting of the New Church in Goreme 7
Tokali Kilise. As the architectural relationship between the two churches is close, it
would seem more acceptable to attribute the excavation of the second church closer to
the excavation of the New Church, in the third or fourth quarter of the tenth century.
2.
Peculiarities of Facade
The fapade has been lost.
3.
Interior
a)
architectural type
The church has a transverse barrel vaulted naos and a longitudinally barrel vaulted west
arm. There are three apses but no apsidal passageway as is found in Goreme 7 Tokali
Kilise in both the New Church and the Lower Church. There is a parekklesion but it is
not indicated on Epstein's plan [Tokali Kilise Tig. 121 reproduced as fig. 80.1].
b)
apse arrangement- east end arrangement
No indication of the liturgical furnishings is given in Epstein's plan.
c)
free-standing liturgical furniture
None.
d)
architecturalfeaturesoflateralwalls
The church has blind arcades on the lateral walls of the transverse naos and the south
wall of the west arm.
e)
west wall of naos
The west wall has been lost.
f)
narthex
None.
g)
ceiling/vault
The church has vault bosses and three cornice levels, imitating the arrangement of the
cornices in the New Church.
h)
additional chambers (arcosolia/funerary chambers)
Epstein has indicated that there is a parekklesion attached to the church.
4.
Bibliography
The church has been incompletely published.
Epstein, Tokah Kilise, n, figs. 121, 122

5.
Figures, Charts
1
Fig. 80.1. GQreme 7a [afterEpstein]
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Fig. 80.1. Goreme 7a [after Epstein]

81. Gfireme 8
Area: Goreme
[Arts of Cappadocia, plan 4 Goreme no. 8]
1.
Dating
Jerphanion saw and catalogued the church in 1912. By 1927 it had collapsed. He
described the paintings as archaic, comparing them with the paintings in Goreme 6 and
attributing them to the beginning of the tenth century [Z^s eglises rupestres de
Cappadoce, I i 119].
2.
Peculiarities of Facade (Plate 81.1)
The fagade has been lost. Only the apse has survived.
3.
Interior
a)
architecturaltype
The church had a single naos (orientation 90") covered with a barrel vault, which
sprang above a slab cornice. There is a single apse.
b)
apse arrangement-eastend arrangement (Plate 81.1)
The apse is horseshoe shaped in plan. The apse arch is also horseshoe shaped.
The altar is attached to the centre of the back wall of the apse. Above the altar there is a
small flat backed niche which is not indicated in either Jerphanion's plan [Les Eglises
rupestres de Cappadoce, plate 28 reproduced as fig. 81.1] or Restle's plan [Byzantine
Wall Painting in Asia Minor, I plan XI].
In the south comer of the apse there is a seat with two armrests.
There are chancel slabs at the entrance of the apse.
The bema is one step above the naos floor.
c)
free-standing liturgical furniture
None.
d)
architectural features of lateral walls
There were benches along the north and south walls.
e)
west wall of naos
The doorway was cut in the west wall.
f)
narthex
None. However, Jerphanion who saw the church before its collapse has suggested that
a narthex probably existed [Les 6glises rupestres de Cappadoce, 112, n. 2],
g)
ceiling/vault
The vault rose above a slab cornice.
h)
additional chambers (arcosolia/funerary cham bers)
None.
4.
Bibliography
Jerphanion, Les 6glises rupestres de Cappadoce, I i 113-120; plate 28
Jolivet-Levy, La peinture byzantine en Cappadoce, II278-279
Restle, Byzantine Wall Painting in Asia Minor, 1117, plan XI
Wallace, ph. 86/12/37

5.
Figures, Charts
Fig. 81.1. Goreme 8 [after Jerphanion]
Chart 81. Chart of Liturgical Furnishings: Goreme 8
6.
Plates
81.1. Goreme 8, exterior (1986)

Fig. 81.1. Goreme 8 [after Jerphanion]
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Chart of Liturgical

Furnishings

Goreme 8

LOCATION
GOreme 8
apse

NICHE/BENCH:H/W/D
APSE:CH/D A L T A R : H / W / D SCREEN:H/W/D
C niche fl/b ab. altar 2.15(max)/
attached
low slabs
1.7 [Je]
S seat

naos N&S
walls

benches

bema=1step

Plate 81.1. Goreme 8, exterior (1986)

82. GOreme 9, Church of the Theotokos, St John the Baptist and St
George
Area: Goreme
[Arts of Cappadocia, plan 4 Goreme no. 9]
1.
Dating
Restle dated the church to the end of the tenth century, after Goreme 7 Tokah Kilise
New Church and the Pigeon House Church Cavujin [Byzantine Wall Painting in Asia
Minor, 138]. Because he considered the painting in Goreme 7 to be after the Pigeon
House Church, his dating for Goreme 9 is later than that proposed by other scholars.
The painting in the church has been compared by others with the archaic cycles and
attributed to the early tenth century [Jerphanion, Les 6glises nipestres de Cappadoce, I i
121-137; Jolivet-Levy, La peintiire byzantineen Cappadoce, II 282].
2.
Peculiarities ofFagade (Plates 81.1, 82.1)
The church is no longer accessible from the west end as the entrance has collapsed,
probably at the same time as the naos of Goreme 8 collapsed. (See Plate 81.1: the
fagade of Goreme 9 is to the left above Goreme 8.)
The facade of the church is carefully cut with three keyhole shaped blind niches which
sit on rectangular bases. A rectangular doorway has been cut into the central niche and
leads into the church. The niches are in an incised rectangular panel, framed with a
heavy roll moulding.
The fagade which is now visible from the road below the church is the east wall of a
transverse narthex. Only the north east side of the narthex has survived.
3.
Interior
a)
architectural type
The church has a single barrel vaulted naos and a single apse (orientation 58").
[Jerphanion has recorded an orientation of 90® (after Gransault) although he noted that
this differed from the measurement recorded by Rott (north east). See Les eglises
rupestresde Cappadoce, I i 121, n.2. The measurements which I recorded match Rott's
approximate orientation.]
There are two absidioles either side of the apse.
The vault over the naos rises above a deep two stepped overhanging cornice.
The apse arch is horseshoe shaped, rising above slab cornices on the intrados.
b)
apse arrangement- east end arrangement (Plate 82.2)
The apse has collapsed and now provides the entrance into the church. The plan of the
apse was probably slighdy horseshoe shaped.
The apse arch has broken at its crown and the chancel slabs have largely disappeared.
The bema is hidden under soil which flows through the broken apse.
There are no liturgical furnishings visible inside the apse.
Absidioles
The north and south absidioles, both of which are decorated, are not identical as shown
on Jerphanion's plan [plate 28], Each is in a keyhole shaped niche. The arches of the
niches are horseshoe shaped, rising above small cornices. The crowns of the absidiole
niches are at the level of the lower cornice of the naos.
North absidiole
The ledge or table within the absidiole is set behind the face of the niche.
South absidiole
The table within the south absidiole is also set behind the face of the niche. In addition
the sides of the table have been cut free from the walls so that the table remains attached
only to the back of the niche.

c)
free-standing liturgical furniture
None.
d)
architectural features of lateral walls (Plate 82.2)
There are benches attached to the north and south walls.
At the east end of the north wall there is a flat backed niche above the bench.
At the west end of the south wall level with the bench, there is a round backed niche
with a small well in the centre. This may have been a font.
e)
west wall of naos (Plate 82.3)
There are benches on the west wall either side of the doorway into the church. The
doorway is not symmetrically placed in the wall.
There is a two step cornice on the west wall above which there is a lunette.
0
narthex (Plate 82.1)
The narthex was a transverse barrel vaulted chamber to the west of the church. The east
wall of the narthex is exposed as a fagade and is described above (see 2).
The narthex was approximately 2m x by 5m, that is wider than the church (3.57m).
Restle's plan [plan XII, reproduced as fig. 82.2] excludes the narthex and Jerphanion's
plan [Les 6glises rupestres de Cappadoce, plate 28 (after Gransault?)] is inaccurate as it
indicates that there were two lateral entrances into the narthex.
There were probably keyhole shaped niches on all walls, of which three remain on the
east wall (two of these are blind and the third opens as the doorway into the church)
one on the north wall and one on the west wall. There is a deep arcosolium carved into
the south wall. The entrance into the narthex, therefore, must have been in the west
wall.
The floor of the narthex has been deeply cut with graves. [It was excluded from the
study by Teteriatnikov, 'Burial Places in Cappadocian Churches', Greek Orthodox
Theological Review 29 (1984) 141-157.]
The vault of the narthex rises above a slab cornice, overhanging the moulding which
frames the niches on the east wall.
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g)
ceiling/vault (Plate 82.2)
The barrel vault in the naos rises above a deep two stepped overhanging cornice. The
upper step of the cornice is painted with an illusionistic design. The lower step of the
cornice had a dedicatory inscription, which was published by Jerphanion [Les eglises
rupestresde Cappadoce, I ii 122], It has been almost completely destroyed. The
overhang between the steps of the cornice is painted with medallion saints.
h)
additional chambers (arcosolia/funerary chambers)
The narthex has many floor graves and an arcosolium.
4.
Bibliography
Grishin ph. fl6,17 (79); cf7; A43,44; B40
Jerphanion, Les dglises rupestres de Cappadoce, I i 121-137; plan, plate 28
Jolivet-Levy, La peinture byzantineen Cappadoce, II280-282
Restle, Byzantine Wall Painting in Asia Minor, 1117-119; II plan XII
Wallace, ph. 86/16/32-34; 88/3/18-22
5.
Figures, Charts
Fig. 82.1. Goreme 9, narthex
Fig. 82.2. Goreme 9 [after Restle]
Chart 82. Chart of Liturgical Furnishings: Goreme 9
6.
Plates
82.1. Goreme 9, exterior (1988)
82.2. Goreme 9, apse and absidioles (1988)
82.3. Goreme 9, west wall (1988)

Fig. 82.2. Goreme 9 [after Restle]
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Chart 82.

Chart of Liturgical Furnishings

Goreme 9

LOCATION
GOreme 9
apse

NICHE/BENCH:H/W/D
APSE:CH/D A L T A R : H / W / D SCREEN:H/W/D
?lost
1.48/~1.7
?
low slabs
?/0.42/0.43

N absidiole

niche

r/b

1.48/0.68/0.63

k/hole-cornices
on intrados

table 0.16 behind niche face/
0.68W/0.47D
S absidiole

niche

r/b

1.48/0.78/0.59

k/hole-cornices
on intrados

table 0.15 behind niche face/
-0.7W/0.44D
naosN wall
Eend

niche fl/b -0.7 ab. bench/
0.61/0.7/0.4

naosS wall
Wend

niche r/b =?font 0.18 ab.
bench/ 0.7/0.8/0.55
?font dlam. 0.18

NS&W
walls
naos
W wall
narthex N
E&W walls

benches ?H(soil)/ 0.26D
door

1.82/0.92/0.55

naos 3.6-3.87L x
3.57-3.6W

niches fl/b av. 0.43 ab.
floor/1.71/0.78/0.16

narthex
~2L X 4.72W

Plate 82.1. Goreme 9, exterior (1988)

Plate 82.2. Goreme 9, apse and absidioles (1988)

Plate 82.3. Goreme 9, west wall (1988)

83. GOreme 10, St Daniel
Area: Goreme
[Arts of Cappadocia, plan 4 Goreme no. 10]
1.
Dating
On the basis of palaeographic evidence, Jerphanion has suggested that the inscriptions
in the church share characteristics with the Column Churches in Goreme [Leseglises
rupestres de Cappadoce, li 172].
Apan from linear decoration in the church and narthex, there are isolated panel paintings
of saints, including St Daniel and Hagios Prokopios. In her discussion of the Column
Churches, Epstein has proposed that parallels can be drawn between the decorations of
Goreme 10 and the Yilanli Group of churches, on which basis she attributed the
paintings to the second half of the eleventh century ['Rock-cut chapels in Goreme
Valley, Cappadocia: The Yilanli Group and the Column Churches', CArch 24 (1975)
115-121]. For the dating of the Yilanh Group of churches see Goreme 28 Yilanli Kilise
(cat. 113).
In the course of her examination of nartheces, Teteriatnikov briefly examined Goreme
10 ['Burial Places in Cappadocian Churches', Greek Orthodox Theological Review, 29
(1984) 148 and fig. 9]. She has acknowledged the eleventh-century dating for the
paintings and has attributed it, without question, to the excavation of the church.
However, the architecture of the church, especially the heavy character of the carving
and the low centre of the apse arch is typical of earlier churches.
Almost all the churches in the vicinity of Goreme 10 have been attributed to the tenth
century. There is no evidence to exclude the tenth century as a possible date for the
excavation of the church, in which case the inscriptions and panel paintings would
indicate a revived interest in the church, perhaps in association with some of the floor
graves in the narthex. However, the archaeological evidence is not compelling one way
or the other.
2.
Peculiarities of Fagade (Plate 83.1)
The church is excavated in an isolated cone which is tall and pointed. The entrance is an
arched doorway in a rectangular frame. The doorway has weathered but was probably a
keyhole shaped opening. Neither the doorway nor the frame is carefully cut. Above the
doorway, there is a rectangular opening to a chamber. It is not clear, however, whether
the chambers were associated.
3.
Interior
a)
architectural type
The doorway opens into the north wall of a transverse barrel vaulted narthex. The
church is entered laterally through a passageway which opens from the south wall of
the narthex.
The church has a single barrel vaulted naos and a single apse. The vault rises above a
slab cornice over which some of the panels have been painted.
The apse arch is horseshoe shaped, rising directly above the apse screen.
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Goreme 10, St Daniel
b)
apse arrangement- east end arrangement (Plate 83.2)
The apse is horseshoe shaped in plan.
The apse aich is horseshoe shaped and has a low centre.
The naos cornice has a short return along the east wall above the springing of the apse
arch.
There are tall screens either side of the entrance. Each is slightly recessed behind the
east wall. The bema is two steps above the naos floor, the first of which is a bench
across the east end of the naos.
The altar is attached to the centre of the back wall of the apse.
In the south comer there is a seat which has a shallow niche behind it as a backrest.
[This is incorrectly shown in the plan by Teteriatnikov, 'Burial Places in Cappadocian
Churches', Greek Orthodox Theological Review, 29 (1984) fig. 9. None of the apse
furnishings is drawn in Jerphanion's plan, Les 6glises nipestres de Cappadoce, plate
43.]

c)

None.

free-standing liturgical furniture

d)
architectural features of lateral walls (Plate 83.2)
There are benches attached to the north and south walls of the naos.
Above the bench at the east end of the north wall there is a flat backed niche [cf
Teteriatnikov, fig. 9].
The doorway into the church is in the north wall.
e)
west wall of naos
There is a bench along the west wall.
f)
narthex (Plate 83.3)
The narthex is a rectangular chamber, covered with a barrel vault, through which there
is a passage to the church.
The floor of the narthex is cut with (six?) floor graves.
In the east end of the narthex there is a vaulted chamber with arcosolia cut into its three
exterior walls. Although the separation between the east end and the west end of the
narthex is not very marked, nevertheless it does exist and can be seen in the different
vaults covering the two sections. [This is not shown in the plan by Teteriatnikov, fig.
9.] It is probable that the arcosolia in the east end of the chamber were excavated at the
same time as the church. The arches of the arcosolia are similar to the apse arch and
their linear decoration is by the same hand.
g)
ceiling/vault
"liiere is a cornice along the lateral walls and a short return along part of the east wall of
the naos.
There are two circular bosses in the vault, one of which is broken. The bosses are
carved in relief, with a Greek cross in a circle.
h)
additional cham bers (arcosolia/funerary cham bers)
The narthex of the church was used as a funerary chamber (see (f) above).
Teteriatnikov has suggested that the floor graves have a typical 'eleventh-century...
shape' and she described the graves of 'tenth- or eleventh-century churches (as)
different in shape from earlier ones' [Burial Places in Cappadocian Churches', Greek
Orthodox Theological Review, 29 (1984) 147-148]. On this basis it is difficult to
attribute the floor graves in Goreme 10 to the eleventh, rather than the tenth century, if
indeed either century is appropriate for all the graves. [For discussion of tombs and
their typology seethe text, chapter five.]
There is a chamber in the fagade above the entrance to the church which is noted above.
(See 2.)
4.
Bibliography
Grishin ph. f l 5 (79), B30
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Fig. 83.1. Goreme 10, St Daniel
Chart 83. Chart of Liturgical Furnishings: Goreme 10, St Daniel
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83.2. Goreme 10, St Daniel, apse (1986)
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Chart of Liturgical Furnishings

Goreme 10, St Daniel

LOCATION
GSreme 10
apse

NICHE/BENCH:H/W/D
APSE:CH/D A L T A R : H / W / D SCREEN:H/W/D
S seat 0.46/0.7/0.29
1.7/1.8
attached
tall slabs
niche above=backrest 1.04H
0.8/-0.6/0.7
1.37/0.47/0.22
recessed
bema 0.38
=2 steps=1 bench

naosN wall
Eend

niche fl/b 1.04 ab. bench/
0.43/0.61/0.22

naos N S E
&W walls

benches -0.4H/0.35D

naos
3.82L X 2.78W

E end 3 arcosolia
floor graves

narthex
1.85-2.2L X -5W

narthex

1

Plate 83.1. Goreme 10, St Daniel, exterior (1979)

Plate 83.2. Goreme 10, St Daniel, apse (1986)

Plate 83.3. Goreme 10, St Daniel, narthex, view toward arcosolia (1986)

84. GOreme 10a
Area: Goreme
[Aits of Cappadocia, plan 4 Goreme no. 10a]
I have been unable to locate this church. The following brief catalogue is drawn from
descriptions of the church by Schiemenz ["Eine unbekannte Felsenkiiche in Goreme',
BZ59 (1966) 307-333, plates 1-6] and Jolivet-l^vy [La peintuie byzantine en
Cappadoce, II283-284].
Dating
1.
The paintings in the church have been attributed to the second half of the eleventh
century [Jolivet-Levy, La peinture byzantine en Cappadoce, II284]. Schiemenz has
dated the paintings in the twelfth century, after the paintings in the group of Column
Churches ['Eine unbekannte Felsenkirche in Goreme', BZ 59 (1966) 307-333].
2.
Interior
a) architectural type
The church has a single naos covered with a barrel vault, a single apse and two
absidioles.
b) apse arrangement-east end arrangement
The east wall of the apse has collapsed (apse chord: 1.46m). There was a bench around
the apse.
The north absidiole has collapsed (absidiole: width- 1.3m).
The south absidiole has a simple ledge (1.25m wide).
3.
Bibliography
Jolivet-L^vy, La peinture byzantine en Cappadoce, II283-284
Schiemenz, 'Eine unbekannte Felsenkirche in Goreme', BZ59 (1966) 307-333, plates
1-6

85. GSreme 10b
Area: Goreme
The church is approximately 50m north of Goreme 10 and therefore catalogued as
Goreme 10b [see map 5]. It survives in a fragmentary state but has not been published.
The organization of the apse screen may differ from the screens usually carved in
Cappadocian churches. Therefore, a brief description of the church is useful, if only to
document an unusual Cappadocian apse arrangement.
1.
Dating
Although there are traces of gesso in the naos of the church, the decoration, if any
existed, has not survived. The architecture of the church must be examined in order to
suggest a possible date for the church.
Other similar free cross plan churches with single apses which are found near Goreme
10b have been attributed from the ninth to the eleventh centuries (eg. Goreme 4c (cat.
74), 12 (cat. 88)). While the scale of Goreme 10b appears to relate to these churches its
liturgical furnishings, particularly its apse screen, have closer parallels in the more
distant Goreme Park churches which have free cross plans with a single apse (eg.
Goreme 21 (cat. 104), 21a (cat. 105) 21c (cat. 107)). This second group of churches is
attributed to the eleventh century. Accordingly, Goreme 10b can be tentatively attributed
to the eleventh century.
2.
Peculiarities ofFaQade (Pla te 85.1)
The church is carved into the eastem side of a ridge.
Most of the church has collapsed, only the apse and the east and north arms of the naos
have partly survived.
3.
Interior
a)
architectural type
The church had a free cross plan. The short east arm of the naos is covered with a barrel
vault. In its east wall, there is an apse (orientation 75°).
The north arm of the naos is also covered with a barrel vault. There is an arched
opening in its east wall, which is filled with soil. This was possibly a niche rather than
an absidiole. It is suggested that the plan of the church probably included a single apse
adjacent to which was a single niche in the east wall.
The south and west arms of the naos have been lost.
Over the crossing the ceiling was flat, at least in part. However, there may have been a
dome carved into the flat ceiling at its centre.
The apse arch is irregularly carved. Its crown cuts through the cornice along the east
wall.
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Fig. 85.1
Goreme 10b
b)
apse arrangement- east end arrangement (Plate 85.1)
The apse is horseshoe shaped in plan.
There are small round cornices on the intrados of the arch. The carving in this church is
not sophisticated and the apse arch rises independently of the cornices.
The cornice across the east wall is damaged and cut by the apse arch. Above the cornice
there is a recessed lunette. Simple geometric decoration is painted on the cornice and the
moulding around the lunette.
The bema is covered by soil.
There is no sign of an apse screen at the entrance to the apse. There are broken pilasters
on the north and south walls of the east arm of the naos 0.35m in front of the apse wall.
The cornice on the south wall of the east arm runs across the top of the pilaster. The
pilasters may have been decorative, or structural, embellishments. The lack of
sophistication in the carving of the church argues against the first suggestion, while the
modest size of the church counters the second. It is more likely that the pilasters
supported a screen in front of the apse, although this arrangement has no known
counterpart in the rock-cut churches.
The altar is attached to the centre of the back wall of the apse.
In the north comer of the apse, there is a bench joined to the altar. It is lower than the
altar but higher than a seat in the south comer.
c)
free-standing liturgical furniture
None.
d)

architectural features of lateral walls

There is a niche carved into the east wall of the north arm of the naos. The niche cannot
be examined because of the soil in the church. As suggested above, it is unlikely that it
was an absidiole.
Above the niche there is a slab cornice.
Traces of gesso on the north wall of the north arm indicate that it was prepared for
painting, if not painted.
e)
west wall of naos
This has been lost.
f)
narthex
None.
g)
ceiling/vault
The barrel vaults over the cross arms of the naos rise above a slab cornice.
h)
additional chambers (arcosolia/funerary chambers)
None.
4.
Bibliography
The church has not been published.
Wallace, ph. 86/12/36; 88/3/25
5.
Figures, Charts
Fig. 85.1.G6reme 10b
Chart 85. Chart of Liturgical Furnishings: Goreme 10b
6.
Plates
85.1. Goreme 10b, exterior (1988)
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86. GOremc 11, St Eustathios
Area: Goreme
[Arts of Cappadocia, plan 4 Goreme no. 11]
/.
Dating
The paintings in Goreme 11 have been identified as belonging to the archaic type of
decoration and attributed to the beginning of the tenth century by most scholars
[Jerphanion,Leseg7isesrupes£resde Cappadoce, I i 147-160; Jolivet-Levy, Lapeinture
byzantineen Cappadoce, II288].
Restle has dated paintings in the second half of the tenth century, objecting to the
earlier date because it is projected from the early date for Tavjanli Kilise, whose
paintings stylistically resemble those in Goreme 11. As far as the question of dating
Tavjanli Kilise is concerned, Restle has favoured the later of the two possible dates,
913-920 or 945-948 (see cat. 18). Moreover, Restle has pointed to stylistic parallels
between the paintings in Goreme 11 and the Pigeon House Church Cavujin which he
has cited as further evidence in support of the later attribution of the paintings
[Byzantine Wall Painting in Asia Minor, 168-69].
The niche carved into the east wall of the south church resembles the south absidiole in
Goreme 9, whose attribution is subject to similar arguments. Both niches have blocks
or tables attached to the back wall butfireefrom the side walls of the niches.
The table in the east wall niche of Goreme 11 has been identified as an altar by
Jerphanion [Les eglisesnipestresde Cappadoce, I i 148] and Resde[Byzanf7/ie Wall
Painting in Asia Minor, 1119] which suggests that both scholars identify the niche as
an absidiole. There is no counterpart on the south side of the east wall. The east wall
niche in Goreme 11 cuts through the programme of decoration on the east wall.
Therefore, it was not part of the original carving of the church. Jerphanion has
proposed that there were three stages of carving, the south church, the north church and
then the east wall niche [Les SglisesnipesWes de Cappadoce, I i 148]. According to this
sequence, the south church may have been excavated in the late ninth or early tenth
century and the north church and the niche soon after at the beginning of the tenth
century. Graffiti inside the niche provides a terminus anfec7uem (1148/1149) for the
decoration of the niche [Jerphanion, Les eglises nipestres de Cappadoce, I i 148, 166167].
2.
Peculiarities of Facade (Plate 86.1)
The south church is entered through a rectangular doorway set within an arched frame.
The doorway is in a narthex, whose vault rises above a narrow slab cornice. When
Jerphanion visited the church, the narthex was intact. A funerary chamber, whose floor
was cut with three graves, was accessible from the narthex. Since Jerphanion's visit,
the narthex has collapsed and the passageway connecting the two chambers has been
blocked with masonry.
Jerphanion noted that in the fagade of the church which has since been lost, there was a
shallow flat backed niche to the left of the entrance. He suggested that a second niche
was probably cut to the right of the entrance, an arrangement which would have been
similar to Goreme 9 [see Les 6glises nipestres de Cappadoce, plate 28].
There are chambers excavated under Goreme 11 but their relationship with the church,
if one existed, is not clear.
3.
Interior
a)
architectural type
The south church has a single naos which is barrel vauhed. There is a single apse
(orientation approximately 75°).
The apse arch is slightly horseshoe shaped, rising above slab cornices on the intrados.

The north church, called a parekklesion by Restle [Byzantine Wall Painting in Asia
Minor, I 119] also has a single barrel vaulted naos and a single apse.
The apse arch is wide, rising above slab cornices on the intrados.
b)
apse arrangement-east end arrangement
South church (Plates 86.2, 86.3, 86.4)
The apse has a wide horseshoe shaped plan.
The apse arch rises above slab cornices which project from the intrados above the
chancel slabs (0.16m on the north side, 0.11 m on the south side).
The bema is two steps above the naos floor. Both steps are in the naos and the top step
is slightly below the bema floor.
The chancel slabs are carefully carved and bordered with a slab moulding. They are set
just behind the front edge of the bema.
The altar is attached to the centre of the back wall of the apse. Above it, there is a flat
backed niche.
In the south comer of the apse there is a round backed niche, whose lower surface
projects slightly onto the bema. This is a seat
In the east wall of the naos adjacent to the apse opening there is a flat backed niche
which has an attached table rather than a simple ledge. The front face of the table is
recessed behind the face of the niche. (See discussion above.)
North church (Plate 86.5)
The apse is horseshoe shaped in plan.
The apse arch is wide, rising above slab cornices which have been damaged.
The bema is one step above the naos floor.
Chancel slabs frame the entrance to the apse.
The altar is attached to the centre of the back wall of the apse [cf. Jerphanion, plate 28].
In the south comer there is a seat with two armrests. Behind the seat there is a flat
backed niche which forms a backrest
In his plan, Restle has shown a flat backed niche in the north side of the apse
[Byzantine Wall Painting in Asia Minor, II plan XIII reproduced asfig.86.1 ]. While
there is a cavity in the north side, it is rough and more likely to be due to erosion than
excavation.
c)
free-standing liturgical furniture
None. [Jerphanion's plan of the apse of the north church, showing a free-standing altar,
is incorrect, Les Sglises rupestres de Cappadoce, plate 28.]
d)
architectural features of lateral walls
South church (Plate 86.2)
There is a bench along the south wall of the church.
A short bench along the north wall indicates that there was a bench along this wall
before it was removed so that the north church could be excavated.
The north wall of the south church has a three arched arcade, carried on two pillars
which have been removed, and two pilasters.
North church
The church is entered from the south church. There was a three arched blind arcade on
the north wall of the north church. The arches of the arcade are decorated with a
running flat moulding.
There is a flat backed niche in the arched niche at the east end of the arcade. The other
two arched niches may have been seats. Two arcosolia have been cut haphazardly into
the north wall, interrupting the three arched niches along the wall. There are small
arched flat backed niches carved into the wall which Restle has suggested were

funerary niches ('wall-niche graves') [Byzantine Wall Painting in Asia Minor, 1119],
This proposal is addressed in the text (chapters five and six).
e)
west wall of naos
South church
The doorway into the church is in the west wall.
North church
There was a two arched arcade on the west wall, which has been re-cut to make space
for an arcosolium. Behind this, there is a funerary chamber (described (h) below).
f)
narthex (Plate 86.1)
The narthex which Jerphanion saw has been lost apart from its east wall.
It was a square chamber covered with a barrel vault. The passageway connecting the
narthex with the funerary chamber to the north has been blocked by masonry.
g)
ceiling/vault
South church
The barrel vault in the south church rises above a narrow (0.01m) slab cornice. The slab
cornice runs across the west wall.
North church
The barrel vault in the north church rises above a narrow (0.06m) overhanging cornice.
h)
additional chambers (arcosolia/funerary chambers)
The funerary chamber to the west of the north church is rectangular (1.96m wide x
2.68m long). It has a flat ceiling (2.22m high). There are four roughly hewn graves in
the chamber, three of which are in the floor and one in an arcosolium in the north wall.
There is a painting on the wall of the chamber (St George).
Jerphanion has indicated that there were three floor graves in the narthex and one in the
passageway between the narthex and the funerary chamber.
In the north church there were approximately seven floor graves as well as three
arcosolia. It has been proposed that the small niches carved into the walls of both
churches may have been funerary niches. (See (e) above.)
4.
Bibliography
Grishin ph. A44, B34, 35
Jerphanion, Les Sglises rupestres de Cappadoce, I i 147-160, plate 28
Jolivet-L^vy, La peinture byzantine en Cappadoce, II284-288
Restle, Byzantine Wall Painting in Asia Minor, 1119-120; II plan XIII
Wallace, ph. 86/14/1-7
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Fig. 86.1. Goreme 11, St Eustathios [after Restle]
Chart 86. Chart of Liturgical Furnishings: Goreme 11, St Eustathios
6.
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86.1. Goreme 11, St Eustathios, exterior (1986)
86.2. Goreme 11, St Eustathios, south church, apse (1986)
86.3. Goreme 11, St Eustathios, south church, apse, south seat (1986)
86.4. Goreme 11, St Eustathios, south church, east wall, niche (1986)
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Plate 86.1. Goreme 11, St Eustathios, exterior (1986)

Plate 86.2. Goreme 11, St Eustathios, south church, apse (1986)

Plate 86.3. Goreme 11, St Eustathios, south church, apse, south seat (1986)

Plate 86.4. Goreme 11, St Eustathios, south church, east wall, niche (1986)

Plate 86.5. Goreme 11, St Eustathios, north church, apse (1986)

87. Gareme 11a
Area; Goreme
The church is near Goreme 11 St Eustathios but I have been unable to locate it. The
following brief catalogue is drawn from descriptions of the church by Schiemenz ['Zur
Chronologic der Kappadokischen Felsenmalereien,' ArchaologischerAnzeiger 85
(1970) 253-273] and Jolivet-Levy [La peintwe byzantine en Cappadoce, II 288-289],
1.
Dating
The paintings in the church have been compared with those in the Yilanli group and
dated in the second half of the eleventh century. For the dating of the Yilanli Group of
churches see Goreme 28 Yilanli Kilise (cat. 113).
2.
Interior
a)
architectural type
Much of the church has collapsed but three apses have apparently survived.
b)
apse arrangement-east end arrangement
The central and north apses have attached altars and small niches (above the altars?)
(central apse: depth-1.7m)
The south apse has an attached altar. (Apse (absidiole?): width-1.15m)
3.
Bibliography
Jolivet-Levy, La peintwe byzantine en Cappadoce, II288-289
Schiemenz, 'Zur Chronologie der KappadoWschen Felsenmalereien,' Archaologischer
AnzeigerSS (1970) 253-273

88. Gfiremc 12

Area: Goreme
[Arts of Cappadocia, plan 4 Goreme no. 12]
1.
Dating
Thierry has tentatively attributed the paintings in the church ('popular' style) to the tenth
or eleventh century [Arts of Cappadocia, 203].
The plan of the church which has two abutting free cross plans and a single apse is
unusual, but not unique. The nearby Goreme 21 provides a counterpart. Avcilar 6 also
has a double free cross plan but the plans join laterally and each aisle has an apse. With
the exception of the entrances into the churches (Goreme 12 from the north and Goreme
21 from the west), the plans of both churches are similar. Unfortunately the apse in
Goreme 12 has eroded and the apse screen has been destroyed. Nevertheless there is
sufficient archaeological evidence to indicate that Goreme 12 had a solid apse screen,
like Goreme 21. On account of the solid apse screen the excavation of the church
should be attributed to the eleventh rather than the tenth century. Without explanation,
Rodley has placed the church with the Yilanli Group of churches [Cave Monasteries of
ByzantineCappadocia, 183], which, if appropriate, would corroborate the eleventh
century attribution. For the dating of the Yilanli Group of churches in the second half of
the eleventh century see Goreme 28 Yilanli Kilise (cat. 113).
2.
Peculiarities ofFagade (Plate 88.1)
The church is carved into a large isolated three pointed rock. The entrance into the
church is on the north side and approximately in the centre of the rock. There is a
number (13) on a small plaque secured above the lintel.
The doorway is rectangular. The lintel is a flat moulding above which there is a
recessed lunette.
The doorway and lunette are set in a rectangular frame, which is itself framed with a
triple roll moulding. The entrance opens into the north wall of the narthex.
3.
Interior
a)
architectural type
TTie church has two free cross plans, which join the east wall of one to the west wall of
the other. The west free cross plan is identified as a narthex. The east free cross plan
which is wider and longer than the narthex is identified as the church. It has a single
apse on the east wall.
The cross arms are vaulted and the two crossings are covered with domes which sit
above pendentives. Mouldings and cornices are painted with geometric decoration
which stresses the architectonic features of the church.
The apse arch is horseshoe shaped.
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Fig. 88.1
Goreme 12
b)
apse arrangement- east end arrangement (Plate 88.2)
The east wall of the apse has been lost and is blocked with masonry. The apse may
have been horseshoe shaped in plan, like the apse of Goreme 21.
The apse arch is horseshoe shaped. It rises at the height of the cornices on the walls of
the east arm of the church. Scars on the intrados of the apse arch mark the location of
the apse screen. Its configuration cannot be established but may have resembled
Goreme 21 which has a solid apse screen with a central arched doorway and two
flanking apertures.
There is no evidence of the altar and there are no niches in the apse. Nevertheless, it is
likely that there were niches in the apse as those in the naos are considered to be
secondary. (In Goreme 21, the altar was attached to the east wall and there is a seat in
the south comer and a niche in the north wall of the apse.)
In front of the apse there is a deep hole, gouged out by water flowing through the apse.
In the east walls of the north and south arms of the naos there are two small flat backed
niches These are roughly cut and not far above floor level. They are likely to be
secondary excavations, rather than liturgical furnishings associated with the onginal
carving of the church.
c)
free-standing liturgical furniture
None.

d)
architectural features oflateral walls
There is a slab cornice painted with an interlaced geometric ornament on all walls of the
church. There were probably benches along the north and south walls of the naos.
e)
west wall of naos (Plate 88.3)
In the west wall of the naos there is a doorway (0.98m wide) joining the naos to the
narthex. The jambs of the door have been damaged.
f)
narthex (Plate 88.3)
The narthex was excavated at the same time as the church. It has a similar arrangement
of comices and vaults and a dome over the crossing.
There are arcosolia in the south and west arms of the narthex.
The entrance is in the north arm and the doorway to the church in the east arm.
The floor of the narthex has four floor graves. [The church was not included in the
study by Teteriatnikov, 'Burial Places in Cappadocian Churches', Greek Orthodox
Theological Review 29 (1984) 141-157.]
g)
ceiling/ vault (Plates 88.3, 88.4)
There are painted comices on all walls of the church and narthex. At the end of each
cross arm there is a cornice dividing the wall from the lunette above. Each lunette is
painted with a cross.
There are four relief ribs with a boss at their centre, articulating each dome. The ribs and
bosses are painted.
h)
additional chambers (arcosolia/funerary chambers) (Plate 88.3)
There are four floor graves in each of the naos and the narthex as well as two arcosolia
in the narthex. In the naos there are two small niches which may have had a funerary
function (see (b) above).
4.
Bibliography
The church has not been published.
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Wallace, ph. 86/12/29-34
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89. Gareme 13
Area: Goreme
[Arts of Cappadocia, plan 4 Goreme no. 13]
1.
Dating
Jerphanion has described the church briefly, concentrating on identifying the cycle of
paintings and transcribing the inscriptions [Les eglises rupestres de Cappadoce, I i 138139]. He concluded that iconographically the paintings relate to the archaic churches
(Goreme 6, 9 and, in particular, Goreme 8) and may be attributed to the beginning of
the tenth century. He identified a second phase of painting which he attributed to the
eleventh century. Restle has largely agreed with Jerphanion's analysis but he attributed
it to one phase in the tenth century [Byzantine Wall Painting in Asia Minor, 1121].
In a reconsideration of the church, Jerphanion proposed that the sculptural decoration
on the flat ceiling over the naos could be attributed to the iconoclastic period [Les
eglises rupestres de Cappadoce, II ii 415].
The church has an irregular plan and it is difficult to ascribe its style to a particular
period, although it does have wide apse arches similar to those found in some
icoloclastic and ninth century churches.
2.
Peculiarities of Facade (Plate 89.1)
The church is carved in an isolated rock cone which has collapsed along its western
edge. Much of the damage to the church has occurred since Jerphanion visited the site.
The north west end of the church has disappeared and the naos opens direcdy onto a
carpark, which continues to encroach on the church.
Alongside the church, there is a rectangular chamber with blind niches cut into its back
wall. It has also lost its facade.
3.
Interior
a)
architectural type
The church has a single naos and a single apse (orientation 78"). The naos is covered
with a flat ceiling.
In the north wall of the church there is a deep arched niche.
The south wall of the church has undergone a secondary excavation, enlarging the naos.
The apse arch is wide, springing direcdy above the chancel slabs.
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h)
apsidal arrangement-eastend arrangement (Plate 89.2)
The apse is semi-circular in plan. It is badly eroded on the south side. The apse arch is
wide.
The bema is two steps above the naos floor. The second step is recessed into the bema
in front of the altar.
There were low chancel slabs framing the entrance to the apse. The slab on the south
side has broken.
There is a flat backed niche in the north wall of the apse, probably a seat. There may
have been a similar niche in the south wall but it is too eroded to be sure.
There is a flat backed niche in the centre of the back wall above the altar. The altar is
detached, having a ledge between its shaft and the east wall of the apse.
c) firee-standing liturgical furniture
None.
d)
architectural features of lateral walls (Plate 89.2)

There is an arched niche in the east end of the north wall of the naos. The niche is deep
and has a bench across the nonh end and a flat backed niche in the east wall.
Secondary excavation has occurred along the south wall of the naos. The ceiling is still
flat but lower than the ceiling over the naos. There is an arcosolium in the west end of
the south wall.
e)
west wall of naos
There is a short return on the south side of the naos, the surviving fragment of the west
wall. It seems likely that an arched niche was cut into the wall adjacent to the
arcosolium.
f)
narthex
None.
g)
ceiling/vault
The flat ceiling over the naos sits above a stepped overhanging cornice. The ceiling in
the secondary excavation along the south wall is also flat and cut underneath the
cornice.
There is a cross in an oval form carved in relief on the flat ceiling, dividing the ceiling
into four compartments.
h)
additional chambers (arcosolia/funerary chambers)
There is a rectangular chamber to the north of the church. Its relationship to the church,
if one existed, is not clear.
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Chart 89.
Goreme 13
LOCATIONI
GSreme 13
apse

Chart of Liturgical Furnishings:

NICHE/BENCH:H/W/D
APSE:CH/D A L T A R : H / W / D SCREEN:H/W/D
C niche fl/b 0.3 ab altar/
-1.6/-1.8
detached
low slabs
0.7/0.7/0.2
0.85/0.65/ 0.57
0.82/0.36/0.15
N niche fl/b=seat 0.47 ab
bema/ 0.95/0.65/0.27

bema 0.6
=2 steps

?S niche (apse wall eroded)

recessed step
0.7/0.7/0.1

naos Ewall
Nend

niche fl/b 1.25 ab floor/
0.65/0.37/0.28

naosN wall
Bend

niche a/c 0.85W/0.76D
bench 0.85W

naos
S wall

secondary excavation
c a/s & niche

naos 3.3WX2.8W

Plate 89.1. Goreme 13, exterior (1986)

Plate 89.2. Goreme 13, view toward apse and naos north wall (1986)

